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Calloway school system adds
personnel to teaching staff
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By GREG TRAVIS
Brenda Anderson, one-half gifted
understandings we choose to conStaff Writer
and talented; and Nancy Jones tinue with this same rate," stated
Following a somewhat lengthy
and Shirley Carpenter, special Superintendent Rose. The board
session of the Calloway County
education aides.
also recieves a three percent utiliSchool Board Friday night,
Those not employed by the ty tax it was noted.
several new employees will be adboard were: Karen Kelso, oneA review of the upcoming
ded to the systems list of personhalf gifted and talented, East general budget was
heard by
nel for the 1982-83 school year.
Elementary; Diane Montgomery, those present. '- We should see
a
After a review of all personnel
fill leave of absence, East very nominal
increase in this
recommended to the board by
Elementary; Jan Rose, fill leave
year's budget over last year's,"
School Superintendent Jack D.
of absence, East Elementary, and
voiced a spokesman.
Rose, the governing bench apTory Bohannon, classroom
It was pointed out that through
proved the following additions to
teacher, North Elementary.
prior agreements with the Fisherthe staff:
The board also approved the Price Company of Murray.
th,
• CALLOWAY COUNTY HIGH
following resignations submitted school system will receive approxSCHOOL: Wayne Pope, band
last evening: Eva Lee, cafeteria imately $5,443 plus four percent
as
director; Marion O'Rourke, employee; Nikki Blanchard,II—B a result
of tax exempt bonds sold
counselor; Wanda Johnson, social
project cooridinator; David Simp- in conjunction with the city 01
studies and assistant speech team
son, teacher and assistant football Murray.
coach; and Judy Ingersoll, one- coach at Calloway County High -We
are more than pleased with
half business and office.
School; and Randy Heidlebaugh, the cooperation we have received
• CALLOWAY COUNTY MIDDLE
band director at Calloway County from Fisher-Price," interjected
SCHOOL: Patricia Allbritten, High School.
Rose.
classroom teacher; and Vicki
Three leaves are granted to
A school surplus action will be
Weatherford, special education.
Mary Janice Cooper, Martha
held Aug. 7, at 9 a.m. in the old
• EAST ELEMENTARY: Janice
Leet, and Sheila Nance.
maintaintence building. Included
Hasty, fills leave of absence for
In other action the board ap- in that to be sold are six 1971
Interone semester.
proved the continuation of 15 cent national buses,
several lockers
• NORTH ELEMENTARY: property tax. "We could have
with doors, tables, desks, chairs,
Rebecca Vance, classroom
raised it to 15.2 cents if the board
television sets, tires and a vaccum
teacher. • ..
iso desired, but, because of prior
cleaner.
• SOUTHWEST ELEMENTARY:
Kelly Sullivan, fills leave of
absence aS librarian; Brenda
Anderson, one-half gifted and
talented: and Sharon Arant, Ann
Haney, and Pam Cherry, special
education.
WASHINGTON AP ) -- In the opportunity to come here and ad-These are the certified per- midst of mounting apprehension vise the president of the United
sonel that have been presented to about the course of the economy, States. It's a real feather in his
the board for approval,"
White House officials are trying to 7ap," one administration official
Rose, before advancing
cormentd to
recruit a new chief administration said Friday. "However, there
the classified teachers aides and
economist to replace Murray L. could be a problem if people
assistants.
Weidenbaum.
perceive this as a sinking ship."
Other personnel employed last
President Reagan's aides, in
Weidenbaum, who resigned to
evening were:
their search for Weidenbaum's return to academic life, is the
• CALLOWAY COUNTY HIGH successor, must find someone who
seventh Reagan economic adviser
SCHOOL: Kevin White, assistant
would be compatible with the i0 leave since the start of this
director; and Tony Lester, assist
president's firm economic beliefs year, at least partly because of
football program.
and who would be willing to take displeasure with the course of
• EAST ELEMENTARY: Karen
the risk of joining an administra- presidential policy. Associates
Kelso, one-half gifted and
tion when a string of other ad- said Weidenbaum had grown
talented, Joyce Carpenter, special
visers are leaving.
disenchanted with the job because
education aide.
"I think just about any of his diminished influence with
SOUTHWEST ELEMENTARY: economist would love to have the
the president

Kenny Imes
appointed
to'cabinet
FRANKFORT — Murray native
Kenneth C. Imes was appointed by
Gov. John Y. Brown to the position •
of deputy secretary of the Kentucky Natural Resources and Environmental Cabinet.
Imes succeeds James B. Taylor
who has served as deputy
secretary since November 1981.
He assumed another position in
state government.
Imes has been commissioner of
the Deportment of Natural
Resources since 1979. Divisions of
that department include conservation, forestry, abandoned lands
and water patrol.
The 35-year -old Imes
represented the fifth district in the
state house from 1972 to 1979. During his four terms in the
legislature, Imes served as chairman of the house labor and industry committee and house appropriations committee. '
A businessman and a farmer.
Imes will help make the cabinet
more responsive to public needs
and more cost-effective.
He is a member of several civic
and professional organizations including Rotary. Masons, Shriners
and Woodmen of the World.
Imes is married to the former
Mary Beth Beale of Murray. They
have three children — Molly, John
Beale and Matt.

White House begins search
for administration economist

Viewing America from bikes

HAVING YOUR WORK STACKED UP — The huge brass doors
leading into the special collections department of The Pogue Library
on the campus of Murray State University will have a new appearance when four workers complete their duties next week. The
Pogue Library was first opened to the public in 1931. Its architect was
G. Tandy Smith of Paducah.
Staff photo by Greg Travis

Prince,'59 alumnus,
to address MSU grads

Students traveling across country

Dr. Joe N. Prince, director of
the Artists in Education Program
of the National Endowment for the
Arts in Washington, D.C., will
By GREG TRAVIS
return to familiar surroundings to
Staff Writer
deliver the summer commenceIt's a long way from Washington
ment address at Murray State
to Kentucky, but even farther to
University on Friday, July 30.
South Carolina and the Virginia
A 1959 alumnus Of Murray State.
coast. Despite the distance, two
Prince served 10 years as a dean
Spokane students have made the
on the campus. He was named
trip on bicycles, weathering rain
dean of the School of Fine Arts in
and hours of peddling per day.
1969 and continued to serve as
Craig Mueller and Randy
dean of the College of Creative ExGrinalds, both 22, set out 3'2
pression until 1979 following a
weeks ago on a trip that was to
campus reorganization in 1974.
carry them across the - United
Graduation exercises at Murray
States. Making various stops
State will begin at 2 p.m. in Lovett
along the way, the men have
Auditorium. Among the 337 cancamped in city parks, slept in fire
didates for degrees are 164 for
stations, and napped on baseball
bachelor's. degrees, 155 for
diamonds all the way from the ci-master's,9 for specialist and 9 for
ty named from the Indians to the
associate.
home of Nathan B. Stubblefield,
Degrees will be. conferred by
western Kentucky's claim as inDr. Constantine W. Curris, univer• Dr. Joe N. Prince
ventor of the wireless.
sity president, with Dr. Richard
This is just something we
Butwell, vice president for
Council on the Arts.
wanted to do while we were young
academic programs, presiding as
Prince earned the master's and
and still single," commented the
the degrees are awarded.
doctoral degrees at the University
sandy-haired Mueller. "Besides
Others to participate in the proof Illinois, where he also served as
we wanted to get a first-hand look
gram include: the Rev. Jerry B. an assistant professor and assisat the country, so we could report
Hopkins, minister of the Baptist
tant dean of the College of Educaon it's condition to Ronnie ( PresiStudent Union, who will give the
tion. He has five years of high
dent Reagan) while we were in
invocation and benediction: Dr. school teaching experience in
Washington," added the tall, slenIrma H. Collins. music faculty
Poplar Bluff, Mo.
dor Grinalds.
member, as soprano soloist, acHe spent the summer of 1974
Mueller, a graphic arts major at
companied by organist Maxine
working in Washington in the ofBrigham Young University, and
Clark of Murray; and the Murray
fice of U.S. Sen. Adlai E. StevenGrinalds, a civil engineer student§
State Summer Brass Ensemble
son LII (D-111, on a Senate
at Montauk State met while in
conducted by Dr. Roger
Fellowship.
high school Their friendship
Reichmuth, chairman of the
spanned the years, thus, leading
Department of Music.
to their teaming up for the crossA reception for the new
country ride.
graduates in Pogue Library im.We've traveled about 2,200
mediately following the graduamiles of our trip," remarked the
tion ceremony is open to
two men, still laughing as though
everyone.
they hadn't a care in the world.
Prince, a native of Crossville,
According to a release by the
"You know, it's really surprising
Ill., heads the national program
Kentucky Department for Human
A BREAK IN THE ACTION — Randy Grinalds,t left ), and Craig
how friendly the people have been.
which provides support for artist
Resources — Bureau for ManMueller make a pitstop in Murray before continuing their. cross--All along the way folks have gone
residency grants, special projects power Services the state's
country bicycle journey. The two men are staying with Mueller's
out of their way to be nice and services to the field of the arts
unemployment rate declined in
relatives while in the 'university city'.
they've honked and waved at us on
in educational settings. He also
April, the first month of the seStaff
Travis
Greg
photo
by
the road," added Grinalds, his
7
serves as chief adviser to the cond quarter, dropping from
dark tan looking like something two adventuresome youths are men plan to see during their re- chairman of the Endowment and
percent to 10.3 percent.
from a magazine advertisement.
maining six weeks on the road is the National Council on the Arts. •
A nonseasonally adjusted
staying.
For Craig Mueller, his stay in
He was granted a leave of
jobless rate was 9.2 percent
"We've spent so many years out the World's Fair in Knoxville,
Murray is more of a return home
nation-wide. The state's
absence from Murray State durwest, that crossing this section of Tenn.
than a pit stop. His family lived in
Morning will come early for the• ing the 1977-78 and 1978-79 school
unemployment rate for April 1981
America has been of real interest
T.
the 'university city' until he was to us. Naturally, living out there, two bicyclists Saturday, when
years to serve as a special assiswas 8.5 percent
about eight years old. Today
tant to the chairman of the EnUp some 3,000, nonagricultural
we became familiar with that part once again they straddle their
many of his relatives still reside
wage and salary employment was
of the states, so we are really en- touring machines and lied east dowment and to . provide staff
here, Including the • Jerome joying see this area," they said.
toward the sun
and the end of assistarlre to the Higher Educa- , estimated at 1.167,7007
Hainsworth family with whom the
(Continued On Page 21
tion task Force of the National
One makw attraction the two their jountey

Unemployment rate
for Kentucky
declines in April
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TVA proposes
4.4 percent
rate increase
By TOM EBLEN
Associated Press Writer
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. AP: —
Tennessee Valley Authority directors vote next month on staff proposals to raise electric rates 4.4
percent and scrap four unfinished
nuclear reactors in which $1.85
billion has already been invested.
If the three directors approve
the proposals Aug 25, it will mark
the first cutbacks in the nation's
most ambitious nuclear construction program and TVA's smallest
rate increase in 12 years.
The rate increase would amount
to 4.2 percent for most residential
customers and add about $2.50 a
month, or $30 a year, to the
average home electric bill:
If approved, the rate increase
would take effect Oct.2.
Scrapping the four reactors
would mean the loss of almost onefourth of the 17-reactor nuclear
power system started in 1967 by
the nation's largest electric utility.
TVA Power Manager Hugh Parris told agency directors Friday
that high interest rates and lowerthan-expected growth in the
region's demand for electrIcity
had made the reactors too expensive to finish.
(Continued On Page 21

hazy and warm
Today will be sunny. but hazy
and warm. Highs will be in the
mid to upper 80s, with light east
to northeast winds. Tonight will
be hazy and warm with Iowa in
the upper 60s and calm winds.
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I Continued From Page 1 I
Marked for the ax are the B-1
and B-2 reactors at Hartsville — a
four-reactor site near Nashville
designed as the nation's largest
nuclear plant — and both reactors
at the Phipps Bend plant site near
Surgoinsville, Tenn.
The power that these units
would produce would not be needed until...16 to 20 years from
now," Parris said. Our analysis
showed customers would benefit
the most by canceling these units
now
Parris said scrapping the reactors would save TVA's 2.8 million
electric customers in seven states
about $546 million over the next 20
years.
The cancellations would cause
few layoffs, officials said, because
little work has been done on the
reactors recently.
During the past two years, TVA
has stopped construction of those
reactors and four others because
electricity demand, which had
grown by 7 percent a year in the
1950s and 1960s, has grown by l•
percent or less a year since the
mid 1970s.
Parris recommended that the
board leave Hartsville reactors A1 and A-2 and the two reactors at
the Yellow Creek plant site near
Corinth, Miss., in "deferred"
status. That means construction is
stopped, but the sites are maintained for a possible restart. TVA

has spent more than $150 million
maintaining the eight deferred
reactors.
By scrapping four of the eight
deferred reactors, TVA will save
about $80 million a year in
maintenance costs, Parns said.
Parris proposed writing off the
losses over a 10-year period and
starting an account into which
TVA would pay $36 million a year
to repay the 25-year Federal
Financing Bank loans taken out to
build the four reactors.
The agency hopes to recover
some of its losses by selling off
parts and equipment to other
utilities. So far, those efforts have
met little success.
Most of the losses will have to be
passed on to consumers in the
form of higher electric bills.
TVA operates five nuclear reactors at the twin-reactor Sequoyah
plant near Chattanooga and the
three-reactor Browns Ferry site
near Athens, Ala., the nation's
largest nuclear plant.
Construction is continuing on
twin-reactor plants at Watts Bar,
near Spring City, Tenn., and
Bellefonte, near.Scottsboro, Ala.
TVA, created in 1933 as part of
former President Franklin
Roosevelt's New Deal, provides
electricity, flood control and
agricultural assistance to Tennessee and parts of Kentucky,
Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia,
North Carolina and Virginia.
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SUMMER ORIENTATION AT MURRAY STATE -- Sharlisa Ford left) and Angie Hale ) center, both of
Murray, talk about class schedules with cfbnselor Susie Imes at Murray State University's Summer Orientation for freshman and transfer students. At summer orientation, students tour the campus and learn about its
various services and organizations, in addition to preregistering for the fall semester. More than 1,200
students attended four Summer Orientation sessions at Murray State this summer.
Photo by Phillip Key

Hobbs leaves force;
appreciates Murray
By JENNIE GORDON
Staff Writer
-I have grown to appreciate
Murray and its people. I would not
be leaving if it were not for my
education and other goals," Murray Police Department Officer
Edd Hobbs said as he completed
his patrol Friday night.
Hobbs. a 2'2-year veteran of the
Murray Police Department, has
accepted a management-sales
position with the Oregon Bulb
Farm Co., Portland.
A Graves County native, Hobbs
completed his BS degree at Murray State University in May 1979,
graduating magna cum laude. In
May of this year, he was awarded
a master's degree in agriculture
with special emphasis in horticulture. Hobbs also was instrumental in the formation of
Alpha Zeta, honorary agriculture
fraternity.
While attending college, Hobbs
was an officer of Murray State
University Public Safety. He completed police training at Eastern
Kentucky University Police
Academy attaining the number

one position in the August 1979
graduating class.
Hobbs spent a four-year tour of
duty with the United States
Marine Corps. While serving, he
was stationed at Paris Island,
S.C.. and Camp Pendleton, Calif.
Upon honorable discharge, Hobbs
had obtained the rank of sergeant.
•• I have•enjoyed the police work
I have been able to do while serving as an officer with the Murray
Police Department. I have always
been interested in law enforcement and greatly appreciate the
opportunity I have been given to
work in Murray as well as with the'
other members of the police
force," he said. ,
This year, Hobbs served as
president of the local chapter of
Fraternal Order of Police, composed of police, sheriff and Murray State public safety officials.
Last year he was vice president.
Thursday night. the FOP
presented him with a plaque of appreciation for his service to the
community. He also was
presented a frame enclosing the
insignias of the three local law enforcement agencies.

New v
.411
PICKING CLASSES — Kimberly Edmonds of Murray
shares a smile with counselor Alan Whitehouse as they work
on scheduling her fall semester classes at Murray State's
Summer Orientation.

SCHEDULING — Trisha Clark (right )` of Murray talks about her class
schedule with counselor Cindy Petzoldt at Murray State's Summer Orientation.
Photo by Phillip Key

States urged to mandate 21-year-old drinking age
By H. JOSEF HEBERT
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP — Calling
the number Of deaths of young
people in traffic accidents a "national disgrace," federal safety in,
vestigators are urging all states to
establish a minimum 21-year
drinking age.
The National Transportation
Safety Board sent letters Friday
to the governors and legislatures
of 35 states urging them to increase their minimum drinking
age to 21.

Fifteen states already prohibit
anyone under 21 from purchasing
alcoholic beverages.
Of 25,000 people who died in
alcohol-related traffic accidents
last year, more than one-third
were between the ages of 16 and
24, the government says.
"This is a national tragedy and
a national scandal," declared
James Burnett, the NTSB's chairman and a former municipal
judge who favored mandatory jail
sentences for drunken driving
when he was on the bench.

Unemployment...

HOBBS HONORED — Fraternal Order of Police president Edd
Hobbs at right, both photos whose last day with the Murray Police
was Friday, was honored Thursday night by the lodge. ( Top photo)
Fellow police officer and good friend Bobby Holmes presented Hobbs
with a plaque of appreciation from the lodge and the community.
Patsy Watson, Murray State Public Safety, presented Hobbs with
framed insignias of Murray Police, Calloway County Sheriff's Office
and Public Safety, which make up the local FOP lodge.
Staff photos by Matt Sanders
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(Continued From Page 1)
Although Kentucky unemployment rates declined, the weekly
salary for factory workers
throughout the state fell only
slightly during April. Dropping
approximately $21.92 in April was
the weekly wage of Kentucky coal
miners. The average weekly earnings of Kentucky miners in
January was $191.91 more than
the national rate for bituminous
coal miners.
According to additional figures
released by the department, Kentucky's civilan labor force was
estimated at 1,599,500. This figure
shows a 13,300 jump from the
month of March. The civilan labor
force includes all people employed
and unemployed who are actively
seeking employment.
Kentucky's unemployed people
in April numbered 165,00, down
4,600 from the previous month.
The statewide jobless figure was,
however, still 24,400 more than
that of April 1981.
Seasonal employment in the
areas of agricultural, construction, government, mining, services, and seir-employed and unpa ided family workers con-

City school board
to have hearing
The Murray Independent School
Boarti will have a special meeting
at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday to conduct a
public hearing for establishing the
tax rate-for 1982.
Other items on the agenda include personnel action.

tributed to this increase.
Kentucky jobless rate ranked
12th nationwide. Adjacent states
also shared high unemployment
rates during the month of April.
Indiana was placed third with a
rated of 12.9 percent while Ohio
was rated fifth with Oregon, both
having unemployment figures set
at 12.3 percent.
Tennessee with 12.0 percent was
followed closely by West Virginia
with 11.3 percent. Kentucky's
other neighboring states were: Illinois, 10.2 percent, Missouri, 9.2
percent, and Virginia, 8.0 percent.
In areas of non-farm employment those showing slight
declines in their employment
figures were finance, insurance,
real estate, trade, transportation,
communications, and public
utilities.
Manufacturing employment
was hit hard with a°11.300 decline in
workers from March and a drop of
23,800 from April 1981.
Paints, allied products, and
transportation equipment showed
increases in business. Those with
less business included cigarette
producers, electric and electronic
equipment, furniture and fixtures,
printing and publishers.
Insured unemployment records
report 68 percent of all April claimaantswere• men involved with
construction, manufacturing,
mining, and trade industries. The
apparel industry was the main
source of employment for over 18
percent of those women claiming
benefits., .
Seventy-six percent of all
claimants were under 45 years of
age

The safety panel said its recommendation was prompted by a
number of recent alcohol-related
auto crashes in which there were a
large number of young people killed, including one crash on Long
Island, N.Y.. that claimed nine
lives.
A number of states recently
have increased their 'minimum
drinking age from 18 to 21, in
sharp contrast to the early 1970s
when 24 states lowered their laws
to 18 and another six to 19. •
"The board realizes this recommendation will not be popular,"
Burnett acknowledged, citing the
"great debate" • that erupted
recently when New York state increased its drinking age one year
— from 18 to 19.
Burnett discounted attempts by
the federal government to impose
a national law prohibiting the purchase of alcoholic beverages by
young people, noting the, problems
with Prohibition a half century
ago_
The government said of the

25,000 deaths involving alcoholrelated accidents last year. 3,750
of the victims were between 16
years and 19 years of age and
another 4,760 were between 20 and
24.
The safety board said a number
of studies have demonstrated "a
direct correlation" between state
drinking laws and the number'of
auto fatalities involving young
people.
The board's recommendation to
raise the drinking ages was sent
to:
Alabama. Alaska, Arizona, Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware,
Florida, Georgia, Hawaii, Idaho,
Iowa, Kansas, Louisiana, Maine,
Massachusetts, Minnesota.
Mississippi, Montana, Nebraska,
New Hampshire.
New Jersey, New York, North
Carolina, Ohio, Oklahoma, Rhode
Island, South Carolina, • South
Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Vermont, Virgina, West Virginia,
Wisconsin, Wyoming and the
District of Columbia.

Brown gives Campbell
30 days to shape up
FRAN'KFORT, Ky. ) AP
—
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. has indicated that Kentucky State
Police Commissioner Marion
Campbell "may not like my next
decision" if Campbell is unable to
quell within 30 days his agency's
rebellion against Justice
Secretary Neil Welch.
During a news conference Friday, the governor said his general
counsel has advised him that
Welch, whose agency supervises
state police, was within his
authority to reinstate a police officer dismissed last February by a
KSP internal review board.
State police and Justice personnel have been at loggerheads
since Welch overturned the firing
of William Favors. The governor
said Favors will get a police-type
post within state 'government not
connected with the Justice
Department.
Brown indicated that part of his
instruction to Campbell, with
whom he conferred earlier in the
day, was to head off a threatened
court suit by the Kentucky State

Police Professional Association
over the Favors' reinstatement.
The association met at Lexington a few days ago and voted to
file the suit to determine whether
Welch could set aside certain procedures in the law governing state
police operations.
"I want Campbell to take
charge.. and get it out of e hands
of the lawyers "Brown aid.
The governor reiterated that his
administration has done a lot for
state police in pay and benefits,
but he said he would not tolerate
insubordination.
Brown said he was disappointed
by the reaction of the KSPPA at
its emergency meeting. The officers and troopers listened silently to Brown and Welch, then gave
Campbell a standing ovation
later.
Campbell had disagreed with
Welch's order reinstating Favors.
Brown said Campbell nonetheless
has accepted that Welch has
authority to make the decision.
"I don't Avant ara more power_
plays in 'Frankfort, the governor
said.
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Under the existing Federal Election Campaign
Law, Republicans and Democrats are required to
disclose the name and address of each person contributing in excess of $50 to their parties' presidential election campaign. But a U.S. District Court
judge in New York, and now the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second District have ruled that
members of the Communist Party need not identify
financial contributors of more than $50.
These bizarre verdicts were given after the Communist Party failed to obey the law during the 1976
presidential campaign and the Federal Election
Commission brought suit to force compliance.
Instead of ordering the communists to comply,
federal Judge Lew Gagliardi of Southern District of
New York ruled in favor of the communists, saying
they need not comply with the law because financial
disclosure would, in his words, "subject them to
threats, harassment or reprisals from other
governmental officials or private parties."
This verdict was appealed and on May 6 the Court
of Appeals for the Second District upheld Gagliardi's decision.
This is an excellent example of how some federal
judges interpret laws- to suit their whims. If the
Communist Party purports to be a political party,
then it is absurd to give its members special status
and permit them to avoid reporting the names of
their contributors in the same manner that other
parties do.
These rulings are doubly offensive because Congress has found that the U.S. Communist Party is
under Soviet control and its aim is to install a
Russian-style dictatorship in this country. By giving Communist Party members an undeserved exemption from the Federal Election Campaign Law
provision requiring the reporting of names of contributors of more than $50, the federal judges are
giving communists a privilege not extended to
members of the Republican, Democratic, Liberal ,
and Conservative Parties and other parties loyal to
this country.

Lazy summer days bring cloudy ideas
Lying on a creek bank with your
shoes off and your fishing pole anchored in the mud near-by, you can
read the thoughts of clouds that drift
in rhythm with your own thoughts.
For such a lazy day, here are a few
cloudy ideas to ponder this summer:
Nature prints her own books. Each
leaf is a new page.
•
The poetry in our lives decreased
when the Burma Shave signs came
down.
Blood will
quicker.

tell,

but

stead of balloons
A child'slaughter is God's echo.
The size of the Susan B. Anthony
silver dollar is appropriate for its
value — a quarter.
•
By the time we can afford two
bathroom homes, our children are
grown and gone.
•
Ants don't come to our picnics we
go to theirs.
What pie was ever safe in a pie —
safe?

gossip's
We are being over-run by joggers.
Love is a many-splintered thing.

The buffalo nickel has gone the
way of the buffalo.
Interesting old people are smooth
pebbles under rushing streams.
Plants teach us two things: take
root, and reach up.

Maybe Amelia Earhart and Judge
Crater don't want to be found.
Why is the St. Louis archway to the
Golden West silver?
Arson: home-cooking.

Some football games are so bad
they release the fans at halftime, in-

Has surgery replaced religion as
the way to eternal life?

Solitude nature's decompression
The shortest distance between two chamber.
points is not to move at all.
Memories: fingers that do the
The best teachers are those who walking through the yellowed pages
know they have something left to of our lives.
learn.
•
The "ripple-effect" economy has
Pyramid: alot of work just to make slowed to a drip.
a point.
•
•
Friends are more likely to argue
Hair-raising experiences don't pre- than are strangers.
vent balding.
•
To estimate one's age, measure the
Most jobs today are created to
waist. Like trees, we add a new inch
solve problems that, if solved, would
each year.
eliminate those jobs.
•
Pictures were clearer on radio
Narcissim: a Forget-Me-Not.
Some executives make you feel
Can elbow-grease buy elbowthere is a parking meter on the
room?
visitor's chair.
•
Press Secretaries: whittlers on the
This Vacant Bumper Sticker is For
truth.
Rent.

•I982 Coplay Nemo .onnice

thoughts
in season
by Ken Wolf
An artist should have the skill and
discipline necessary for his craft,
believed the painter Ben Shahn,
author of The Shape of Content
1957 1. They should also "be
cultured, educated, and integrated."
Shahn added, going on the define being cultured as being perceptive:
Perceptiveness is an
awareness of things and people, of their qualities. It is
recognition of values, perhaps
arising from long familiarity
with things of value, with art
and music and other creative
things, or perhaps proceeding
from an inborn sensitiveness of
character.
In other words, perceptiveness is a
special, sensitive way of seeing the
world.

New war chapter opens

r..

When Iranian troops crossed the Iraqi frontier,
they opened an ominous new chapter in a war that
has already kept governments all around the Persian Gulf jittery for the last 22 months.
N
oil-rich Gulf states including Saudi Arabia,
Kuwa • and the United Arab Emirates fear that a
further Iranian advance could provoke a wider war
and threaten the stability of their own governments. They may be right.
Iran's Ayatollah Khomeini seems bent on more
than simply punishing the Iraqis for their crossborder offensive that opened the war in September
1980. The Iranian revolutionary government's
supreme cleric would like to spread his brand of
Shiite Moslem fundamentalism throughout the
Arab world, beginning with Iraq.
Accomplishing the latter would require the fall of
Iraqi President Saddam Hussein, a member of the
Sunni Moslem sect. The moderate Arab states,
notably Saudi Arabia and Jordan, that have backed
Iraq in the Gulf war could well be drawn into the
fighting should the Hussein regime in Baghdad appear in real danger.
The Saudis know they are next on the ayatollah's
hit' list of "rotten" — read Sunni, secular, or proWestern -- regimes. Stopping the ayatollah's
revolutionary crusade would be easier, and other
Arab governments would be safer, if Iraq gets the
help it needs now.
If it does not, or if the Iraqis are routed anyway,
vital Western interests in the strategic Persian Gulf
will be dangerously imperiled. How those interests
might be defended in the face of the Shiite
rebellions that could be sparked by Khomeinism is
a question Washington should be considering.
Unfortunately, all this Seems to put the Soviets in
a no-lose position. If the regular Iranian army arid
its zealous auxiliary of pro-Khomeini revolutionary
guards takes a beating in Iraq, Iran will likely be
pushed into closer dependence on the soviet Union
as a source of arms and military advice.
Conversely, if the Iranians can topple the Hussein
regime and trigger turmoil elsewhere in the Gulf,
the Soviets stand to gain in even more important
ways. Successful revolutions on the Khomeini
model anywhere else in the Persian Gulf region
could prove disastrous for the industrial
democracies, most of whom are still overly dependent on imported oil.
The chain of events that could yet lead to a superpower confrontation in the Persian Gulf did not
begin with the Iran-Iraq war in September 1980. It
began when the Carter administration's mixed
signals and wavering purpose undermined the Shah
of Iran in late 1978.
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Leave more behind than a ring
around the tub.

A bird in hand tastes better cooked.

looking back

letter to the editor

r._

Dear Editor:
We wish to express our appreciation to the many businesses who have
sponsored and given gifts for the
Murray-Calloway County Jaycee
Fair Queen contest, sponsored by
Murray Woman's Club in cooperation with Murray-Calloway Jaycees.
Without the cooperation and support of the local businesses, the contest would have not been so successful. Proceeds from the queen
contest will be used for club projects.
Sponsors and supporters include
the following:
The Flower Basket, Artcraft
Photography, Bamboo Garden,
Bright's, Buckingham-Ray Ltd.,
Cherry's, Corn-Austin, DeVanti's,
Happiness Place, Lindsey's
Jewelers, Littleton's, Lyndia
Cochran Dance Studio,
Mademoiselle Shop, Merle Norman,
The Place, Trina's Action Wear,
Bentley's, Dwight's Shoe Village,
Donna's Needlepoint Design,
Head Lines, Bank of Murray, Beale
Hardware, The Beauty Box, Big
Joe's Restaurant, The Blackford
House, Boone's Laundry & Cleaners,
Brenda's Beauty Salon, Buck's Body
&hop, Cain's AMC-Jeep, Inc., Carrico
Paint and Floor, Carrico Supper Service Station, Century Auto Sales,
Century 21 Loretta Jobs, J.H. Churchill Funeral Home,
Max Churchill Funeral
Home,Clinic Pharmacy, Creative
Printers, D&W Auto Supply, Dennison Se Hunt Sporting Goods, DeVanti's Restaurant, Diet Center, Dunn
Furniture, Enix Interiors, Inc., Ezell
Beauty School, Fantastic Sam's, Far
Lands Travel, Fred's, Gene & Jo's
Flowers, The Green Door, Hawaiian
Tropic, Headquarters,
Hoffman's Nursery. Holland
Drugs, Halton, Melugin &
Haverstock Insurance. Hopkinsvlle
Federal Savings and Loan, Hutson's
Ag Service, Inc., J&S Oil Co., Jones
Iron and Metal Co., Juanita's
Flowers, King-Landolt Insurane,
King's Den, Lad & Lassie,'Murray
Ledger & Times, Leta's Beauty Shop,
McKeel Equipment Co., Inc., Murray
Cablevision,
Murray Datsun, Murray Home &
Auto, Murray Insurance, Owen's
'Poe-d Market, Parker Popcorn, Pek-

Ten years ago
ing Restaurant, Peoples Bank, Pier!
Three teachers are now included in
Imports, Pizza Hut, Purdom Olds,
the Speech and Hearing Program at
Pontiac and Cadillac, Purdom &
six elementary centers in Calloway
Thurman Insurance, Rickman &
County School System, according to
Rogers InNorsworthy, Jane
William B. Miller. superintendent.
surance, Rudolph Tire St Alignment,
They are Wanda Roberts, Kirksey
Sammons Bakery, Scott Drugs,
and Lynn Grove, Dixie Hopkins,
Settle-Workman,Sherwin Williams.
Almo and New Concord, and Nancy
Shoe Bizz, The Shoe Tree, The
Schempp, Hazel and Faxon.
Showcase, Singer Sewing Center,
Deaths reported include A. Rule
The Specialty Shop, Southern States --Gibson.81,and Shady H. Davis, 79.
Hardware,
Step
Supply,
Starks
Farm
Seaman Randy Taylor, son of Mr.
Ladder, Storey's Food Giant, Sue SZ
and Mrs. Ira Taylor of Hazel, is servThe
Tailor
Swift
Roofing,
Charlie's,
ing on USS Newport News in Tonkin
Shop,
.By area of Vietnam.. A national
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Thornton
television newscast on July 21
Heating & Air Conditioning, Thurfeatured the ship.
man Furniture, Inc., Tucker TV, The
Births reported include a boy to
Town & Country Shop, Twin Lakes
Mr. and Mrs. James Lichtenegger on
Office Products, Wells Electric, The
July 7 and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Wild Raspberry, .Winchester PrinJames Gallimore on July 19.
ting, Wingfoot Golf Shop.
Twenty years ago
Also a special thanks to each of the
Public Housing Administration has
girls who were contestants in the
approved a $6,000 loan to Murray
pageant. Without the support of the
Municipal Housing Commission for
schools and the girls and their
preliminary planning on program to
parents, it would be impossible to
construct 39 new low rent homes, achave the annual contest.
cording to a telegram from Cong.
The contest is a community effort
Frank A. Stubblefield.
and we appreciate the support of
Eddie Oley, 5, drowned in Keneach business and person in the area.
tucky Lake at Non-Commissioned OfSincerely yours
ficers Club on July 22. His body was
Peggy Billington
found yesterday by a skin diver.
Fair Queen Chairman
Dr. Ralph Tesseneer will direct a
Murray Woman's Club
nental health workshop Aug. 13-22
ay Murray State College and Kentucky Department of Mental Health.
w•c
Mrs. N.P. Hutson of Murray
402 OcHswes $
a+Woas
presided at Murray Area Workshop
of Paris District of WSCS of
Methodist Church at Lynn Grove
United Methodist Church on July 19.

CoR AF1FIT"

Thirty years ago
Charles B. Adams, former state
highway patrolman, has been appointed as a field representative of
Kentucky Alcoholic Beverage Control Board.
Deaths reported include Sandra
Fay Williams.6 days.
Airman Gayle Thompson, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Thompson, and
Airman Billy Joe Fulton, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Herman Fulton, have completed Air Force basic airman indoctrination course at Lackland ,AF
Base,Texas.
Dr. John M. Carter, president of
Ciin'lrsvrne' College, -../111

speaker at Baptist Youth Rally for
Calloway County on July 26 at
Memorial Baptist Church.
Forty years ago
Four buses will be parked on the
east side of the courtsquare in Murray on July: 28 about 6:30 a.m. to take
112 young men from here ' to
Evansville, Ind., to undergo physical
examinations. Those who pass will
continue to Fort Benjamin Harrison,
Ind., fcr induction into the Army and
others will return home.
Deaths reported include Tom
McWhorter, Mrs. Harriet Broach,83,
Mrs. Ida Lancaster, 68, Lewis Harding,51, and John B. Harris, 84.
A total of 4,546 persons had
registered at the local rationing office for canning sugar through July
22.
Marriages announced this week include Kathleen Duncan to Trellis
Elmo Boggess on July 10 and Maxine
Lampkins to Joe Rob Beale on July
15.
Births reported this week include a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Taft Patterson,
July 7, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Lornan
Parker. July 19, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Bert Garland, July 20.
The first shipment of the season of
Calloway County green wrapped
tomatoes is scheduled to leave Murray on July 25. according to W.H.
Brooks. president of Calloway County Vegetable Growers Association.
Fifty years ago
Eighty-two taxpayers of the Lynn
Grove Community met July 20 to
discuss lower taxation on real estate
with J.B. Swann presiding.
In a circular letter to all school administrators of the state. James H.
Richmond, state superintendent, announced that the per capita school
fund for Kentucky this year will be
$7.
Deaths reported this week include
J.F. Morelock, 17, Mrs. Nancy Ann
Bury, 43, Mrs. Alma Lewis and Jeff
Evans,65.
Births reported this week include a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Workman,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Rice Futrell, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Huston Miller
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ilant Riley.
Officers of the Murray Rotary Club
are Harry I. Sledd, W.J. Caplinger,
K.C. F zee. R.H. Falwell, 144her
lloberMi
—
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. 'events planned
Ladies

Ladies day events at the Murray Country Club
will be Wednesday. July 28 Bridge with Toni Hopson as hostess and tennis scramble will start at 9 30
'
a.m. Sue Costello will be golf hostess
A luncheon will be served at noon Reservations
should be made by Monday by calling Margaret
Polly or Polly Garland, chairmen Other hostesses
are Ann Taylor. Dew Drop Rowlett, Jean Lindsey,
Margie Shown. Pat Seiber, Annette Gordon,
Frances Richey. Jo Ann Shinners. Sharon Brown.
Margaret Boone, Beth Belote. Mary Frances Bell,
June Yurcus. Betty Stewart. Charlotte Barker, Pat
Holt. Marrelle Ryan and I.aRue Williams

Shower to be Sunday A miscellaneous shower for David and Kathryn
Wright who recently lost their home on South 16th
Street by fire will be Sunday. July 25. following the 6
p.m. worship service at Seventh and Poplar Church
of Christ. Everyone is invited and those who plan to
come are asked to bring sandwiches, chips and or
dessert for a light meal together before the shower .

Theresa Bigler honored
Theresa L. Bigler, daughter of Norma Veilla,
Murray. recently was honored for her academic
achievements'at a BoiseState University Honors
Day Convocation and reception at Boise, Idaho. She
is a freshman chemistry major at Boise State
Universit.
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Hopkins named to list
Warren K Hopkins, Ft Mitchell, has been named
to the dean's list for the spring semester at the
Salmon P. Chase College of Law of Northern Kentucky University. Highland Heights. He is a
graduate of Calloway County High School.

Bible school scheduled
"Close Encounters With Christ" will be theme of
Family Bible School at University Church of Christ
at 6 p.m. Sunday and 7 p.m., Monday through
Thursday. Teachers for the Adult class will be
Richard Smith, Sunday, W.H. Brooks, Monday.
Robert Hendon, Tuesday. Leroy Eldridge. Wedneesday, and Sherrill Gargus, Thursday.
Teachers for Junior and Senior High School and
University students will be Robin Wadley. Sunday,
Mike Tune. Monday. attend Northside youth series,
Tuesday, Willard Ails, Wednesday, and Willie
Bradshaw, Thursday. Harold Arnett and Kyle
Wadley will direct program for first through sixth
grades. Gina Claiborne, Julie Gargus. Barry
Grogan. Mary Taylor and Jana Tidwell will be
teachers for ages 2 to 5. Peggy Taylor will direct the
toddlers

Nutrition menus listed
Menus for the Nutrition
Program for the Elderly
and Meals on Wheels for
the week of July 26 to 30
have been released by
Tripp Thurman, director
of Murray-Calloway
County Senior Citizens.
Meals are served Monday through Friday at
Hazel and Douglas
Centers and each Tuesday and Thursday at Ellis
Center. Meals also are
sent out each day.
Menus are as follows:
Monday — beef and
noodles, green peas, sliced carrots, hot roll, butter, chocolate brownie,
orange, milk, coffee or
tea.

Tuesday — ribbon meat
loaf, mashed potatoes,
cole slaw, hot roll, butter,
orange, milk, coffee or
tea.
Wednesday — fried
chicken, sweet potatoes,
green beans, hot roll, butter, banana, milk, coffee
or tea.
Thursday — steak
fingers with onion gravy.
lima beans, fruit salad,
hot roll, butter, pineapple
upside down cake,
pineapple, milk, coffee or
tea.
Friday — hamburger,
hash browns, tomato
slices and dill chips, bun,
butter, cantaloupe cubes,
milk,cof*e or tea.

Current best sellers for
the week of July 18 have
been released by Time
magazine as follows:

FICTION
I. 'The Pa rsi f a I
Mosaic," Robert Ludlum.
2. "Cinnamon Skin,"

—,FIVE
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FIVE
ACAINST A
THOUSAND.

48
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ARE EVEN.
JOE LEWIS
AN AMERICAN CINEMA REt E A.,,

We are-pleased to io
announce that ,
Starlyn Tabers,
bride-elect of Guy
Mitchell. has
selected pottery &
accessories from
our complete
bridal registry.
Starlyn and Guy
will be married
August 28.

JOHN BELUSHI
DAN AYKROYD

GENE WILDER
RICHARD PRYOR

The Shon)case

-----

753-4541
121 Bui.414

-.
•i•

John D. MacDonald.
3. "The Prodical
Daughter," Jeffrey Archer.
4. "The One Tree,"
Stephen R. Donaldson.
5. -The Man From St.
Petersburg," Ken
Follett.
NON-FICTION
1. "Jane Fonda's
Workout Book."
2. -Richard Simmons'
Never -Say -Diet
Cookbook."
3. -Living, Loving, and
Learning," Leo
Buseaglia.
4. "Princess," Robert
Lacey.
(Courtesy of Time, the
weekly newsmagazine).
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DEAR ABBY: What is
the proper way to introduce one's ex daughter-in-law' My husband, his mother and I
were recently at a function when my husband's
ex-wife )1'11 call her
Marge) walked in. My
mother-in-law greeted
Marge warmly, put her
arm around her shoulder
and proceeded to introduce her to everyone
as "my daughter-inlaw." My husband said
nothing at the time, but I
could see that he was annoyed. I said nothing
either, but I was steamed!
My husband and I have
been married for seven
years. Occasionally we
run into Marge at weddings, funerals, etc., and
if my mother-in-law is
there too, she always falls
all over over Marge,
referring to her as "my
daughter-in-law."
My husband has
reminded his mother that
Marge is no longer her
daughter-in-law and to
please quit introducing
her that way, but his request has fallen on deaf
ears.
What do you make of
this, and how should we
handle this irritating and
awkward situation?
STEAMED
DEAR STEAMED:
You don't say how long
your husband and Marge
were married, but if it
was a number of years,
your mother-in-law may
still have some strong
emotional ties with her

Best sellers in books for week listed
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Former wife upsets daughter-in-low

Douglas events planned
Activities have been scheduled for Senior Citizens
at Douglas Center for the coming week, according
to Wilma Wilson. site manager. The center is open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. each day with lunch served at
noon.
'
Monday a film, The Harvest of the Seasons,"
will be shown: bingo will be played - Tuesday and
Thursday: Dean Ross of His House will speak
Wednesday; Mrs. Tommy Watkins will be pianist
for group singing on Friday. Rook will be featured
each day.

Miirray Ledger &

former daughter-in-law.
In any case, whether
she's forgetful, insensitive or just plain
spiteful, you can best
handle the situation by ignoring it.
•••
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with 200 people looking
on! I am sure that each
kiss was only a friendly
gesture, but I do not like
such a display of affection in public.
How can I put a stop to
it without hurting the
feelings of good friends?
LOVE SANS KISSES
IN VIRGINIA
DEAR LOVE: Rejoice!
To reject such wellintentioned gestures of
affection would surely offend the kissers. What's
wrong with letting the entire country club know
that you are still considered a warm and
kissable friend?

DEAR ABBY I have
essay on the first time he
read your column for
years, and now I need
made love. He said, "To
help with a personal protell you the truth, I can
blem. I am an 85-year-old
hardly remember, so it
widow, but my friends
wouldn't have been very
say I look 65. My husband
good anyway."
and I lived in this town 61
That reminded me of
my own father, who died
years and I had a host of
at 84. When he was 83, he
friends. Since his death 14
years ago, when I have
was asked by a longtime
gone out, his male friends
crony if he could
have been greeting me
remember the first time
GOO
he made love. My dad's
with a kiss!
DEAR ABBY: "On the reply: "I'm so old, I can't
Last Sunday, three of
his friends kissed me on Spot," a 60-year-old col- remember thelast time."
A.M . A ., ORMOND
the cheek in the dining lege student, resented beroom of the country club ing asked to write an BEACH,FLA.
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Community calendar
Saturday, July 2A
Saturday, July 24
Amvets Auxiliary Post
Cynthia Turn bow will
45 will have a fund raising present a program of
dinner from 5 to 7 p.m. praise and testimony at
followed by a dance at 8:30 p.m. at First Baptist
post at Paris Landing, Church.
Tenn. For information
Homecoming will be at
call Jackie Lee, 753-8703.
Mt. Carmel United
Alcoholics Anonymous Methodist Church.
and Alanon are scheduled
Program on "Nature's
to meet at 8 p.m. in Secrets" will be at
2 p.m.
western portion of at Woodlands
Nature
Livestock and Exposition Center, Land
Between
Center, College Farm the Lakes.
Road.
Wayman Chapel
Murray Squar-A- A.M.E. Church,
Naders are scheduled to Mulberry and South
dance at 8 p.m. at Fourth Streets, will have
Woodmen of World Hall.
a 106th anniversary proCommunity Theatre gram at 3 p.m. Dinner
will present "Aesop's will be served at 2 p.m.
Falables" at 8 p.m. in
Monday,July 26
Playhouse in the Park,
District 17, Unit I,
Murray-Calloway County
Licensed Practical
Park. For information
Nurses will meet at 7
call 759-1752.
p.m. in third floor
Gospel singing featur- classroom, Murraying The Monarchs will be Calloway County
at 7 p.m. at Chestnut Hospital.
General Baptist Church.
Murray Chapter of ProCar wash will be from 9 fessional Secretaries Ina.m. to 3 p.m. at DeVan- ternational ( PSI) will
ti's parking lot. This will meet at 7 p.m. in Combe by Murray Little munity Room, North
League All-Stars with Branch of Peoples Bank.
proceeds to help pay for
Recovery, Inc., will
tournament expenses to
meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Jeffersontown.
Health Center, North
Singles Class of Seventh
and Olive
Seventh and Poplar Streets.
Church of Christ will
Hazel and Douglas
leave the church at 6 p.m.
to go to Betty Hill's cabin Centers will be open from
on the lake for a cook-out 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by Senior
and get-together.
Citizens.
Dance for Murray InYouth Tennis will be
vitational Golf Tournament at Murray Country played from 9 a.m. to
Club will be in the even- noon at Murray Country
ing with Jim and Sandy Club.
Brannon as chairmen,
Reservations for ladies
assisted by Red and day luncheon on WednesJanice Howe, Buddy and day at Murray Country
Betty Buckingham and Club should be made by
Chad and Betty Stewart. today with Margaret Polly or Polly Garland.
Events at Land BetBetty Sledd Group of
ween the Lakes will inchide "The Deer of LBL" First Baptist Church
at 2 p.m. at Woodlands Women will meet at 6:30
Nature Center and p.m. at church parking
Lantern Tour at The lot to go by van to home of
Homeplace-1850 at 8:30 Barbara Smotherman.
p.m.
Friendship Sunday
School Class of Westside
Sunda—y,July 25
Homecoming will be at Baptist Church will meet
Blood River Baptist at 7:30 p.m. in the home
of Bonnie Nute.
Church.

Maurice.sa
a

the land of

Tuesday,July 27
Murray Lions Club will
meet at 6:30 p.m. at Murray Woman's Club House.
Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive
Streets.
Group D of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country
Club will play at 7 p.m. at
the club.
Bethel Baptist Bible
Study'will meet at 6 p.m.
at home of David and
Aleshia Cunningham, Utterback Road.
Tau Phi Lambda
Sorority, Unit 827,
Woodmen of the World,
will meet -at Woodman
Hall at 7 p.m. with Judy
McCarty as hostess and
Gayle Smith as
cohostess.
Alcoholics Anonymous
will meet at 8 p.m. in
western portion of
Livestock and Exposition
Center.
Esther Sunday School
Class of First Baptist
Church will meet at 6:30
p.m. in Fellowship Hall of
church.
Sunday School Directors of First Baptist
Church will meet in Conference Room of church
at 7 p.m.
Memorial Baptist
Church will have a churchwide skating party at 8
p.m.
Senior Citizens Centers
will be open as follows:
Dexter at 9:30 a.m.;
Douglas and Hazel from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; Ellis
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
INCOMES
Full-time women
workers earn an average
of $224 weekly as compared to $347 for men. Only female dietitians,
nucses and therapists
come close to making the
same salaries as men,
but in those professions
men make up only 10 percent of the work force.
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If Dorothy and her friends had
come to Maurices, they would
have stayed.
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Kinney Shoes
signs lease
in new center

Residents attend
seminar in St. Louis
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Four Murray residents
recently attended a
special seminar in St.
Louis. Lanette Hunt.
Faye Beyer, and Pete
and Penny Morgan participated in a "Meet Me
In St. Louis" retreat
sponsored by Adventures
in Health, an industry
pioneering a new multilevel of mail-order
marketing.
Through AIH members
purchase directly from
the company for personal
use. Offers include a complete line of personal care
products, luggage,
vitamins, magazines,

Main Street House
offers collectibles
As economic conditions
falter, there is one thing
that has continued to ap• preciate — antiques.
Whether your interests
are in primitives, furniture, glassware, or any
of the other wide
catagories of antiques
you are apt to find them
at the Main Street House
Antiques & Collectibles,
602 Main St.
Owned and operated by
Jan and Butch Seargent,
the shop features a
general line of antiqUes,
both,glassware and furniture, plus several hand-
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CHATTANOOGA.
TENN. — Leasing activity for Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center in Murray continues as Kinney
Shoes,a nationally known
retailer, has signed a
lease for space in the
120,000 square foot'
"enter.
Announcement of the
new store was_ jointly
made by Kenny Burnette,
project manager for
Chestnut Hills and
representative of CBI. &
Associates, Inc.,
developers and owners of
the 120,000 square foot
LEASE SPACE - Betty Hinton Of Framer's Gallery examines some
center and by the
original
spokesman for the new works by artists displayed in her shop
store.
Kinney Shoes, headquartered in New York
and known as the "Great
American Shoe Store,"
will occupy 3,000 square
made craft items such as feet of space in its newest
Originals only.
week.
There still is space for
dolls, pillows, and barn- location.
That sign should be
-We changed our con- lease.
wood decoratives.
posted
in
front
of
cept to go with originals
The local gallery also
(Continued on Page 12)
Opened in December
Framer's Gallery, U.S. priced to sell." Hinton has become an art supply
1981, the Main Street
641 North in The Village, said. "People buy what center. Hinton said
House Antiques & Collecsince owners Betty Hin- they like rather than through contracts she can
tibles is. in the Seargents'
ton and Sue Brown now name arts and crafts that specialize in artists'
words, "an extension of
deal strictly with artists' have taken the nation. It needs. Discount
s
our personal collecting
original works.
gives unknowns a chance graduated with purand our love for old
Framer's Gallery is and buyers prices they chases are offered.
things.
CHATTANOOGA, discontinuing sale of can afford."
Also featured is a com"We try to deal with on- Tenn. — Video World, of- limited edition prints to
Artists from Murray plete line of ready-made
ly quality merchandise fering wholesome_enter- make room for -lease and Calloway County as frames and mats
for tbe
and unique or unusual tainment for the entire space," 4-by-8 sections of well as Mayfield, Benton, do-it-yourselfer.
items," they commented. family, has announced walls in the gallery for Gilbertsville, Calvert CiHinton is in the process
The avid antique shop- plans to open in Chestnut displaying and promoting. ty and Clinton are of forming art
classes
per will find a major por- Hills Shopping Center, art works. Space is $4 per featured in the gallery. and workshops which
will
tion of the the inventory which is scheduled to
feature different profesat the Main Street House open this month in Mursional artists as instructo be primitive styles ac- ray.
centing the countryAnnouncement of the
looking furniture and ac- new location was jointly
cessories.
.
made by Jack Neurauter.
Glassware of all sorts vice president of Video
can also be found -- World and by Rob
Ride with us.
depression, porrelain, Moseley, project
and stoneware to name a manager for Chestnut
Full replace^ •
few.
on your per.,,r3
Hills and representative
longings. While mo.,•
A special invitation is of CBI, & Associates,
companies give yoL
issued - from Jan and Inc., developers of the
only the depreciate,:
Butch Seargent to stop 120,000 square-foot
yalue,federal -44mpe,
and browse about their center.
offers you lull replaceselections. If they don't
ment value, subject
Occupying 4,000 square
your, deductible • ano
already have a particular feet of building area,
policy limits. See us to•
item you're looking for, Video World is an eleca quote on this valulet them known. Ac- tronic, coin operated
able'feature.
cording to the Seargents, game-room operation
they'll be glad to try and designed to entertain the
find it for you.
(Continued on Page 12)

books, and a varitey of
Coleman outdoor equipment. In addition, many
new products are being
added monthly.
Special guests at the St.
Louis gathering were
Barry and Jorunn Coe,
co-founders of AIH from
Beverly Hills, Calif.
The company has experienced tremendous
growth since its opening
in January 1982.
Commented a
spokesman, looking good,
feeling great, and making
ANTIQUES — Main Street House Antiques & Colmoney is what Adven- lectibles, owned
by Jan and Butch Seargent,
tures in Health is all feature items attractive
to antique lovers.
about.

luly 27
s Club will
m. at Murlub House.

list Bible
at 6 p.m.
David and
righam, Ut-

ADVENTURES IN HEALTH — Adventures in
Health recently held a seminar in St. Louis July 10.
Those attending from Murray included Pete and
Penny Morgan, Faye Beyer and Lanette Hunt.
They are shown with AIH co-founders Barry and
Jorunn Coe.

Northwestern agent
cited at NML meeting
MILWAUKEE — Murray agent H. David
Travis will be cited July
26 during the 102nd Annual Meeting of Agents of
the Northwestern Mutual
1,ife Insurance Co.,
Milwaukee, for sales during the year ended May
31.
He is associated with
Northwestern's John C
Wise district agency
Paducah, of the Marvin
L. Smith general agency,
Evansville, Ind.
Travrs achieved
membership in the
Marathon Club for insuring 200 or more people.
His production was over
$6.5 million of life insurance.
Agents pay their own
way to attend the.,
meeting, which is held in
Milwaukee every year.

H. David Travis
Northwestern has over
4,200 agents nationwide
and is the nation's ninth
largest life insurance
firm, with assets of more
than $12.2 billion. The
company is celebrating
its 175th year in 1982.

Big Dipper
to feature
32 flavors

Framer's Gallery changes concept

Video World
to open in
Chestnut Hills

Homeowners...

If ice cream is your
weakness, than fret no
more. The sky's the limit
when it comes to serving
variety at The Big Dipper, soon to open in the
Chestnut Hills Shopping
Center.
Owner Sue Mahoney,
and owner-managers
Tom and Becky Mahoney
will offer for your taste
treat 32 flavors of ice
cream plus deli sandwiches, custom-made ice
cream cakes, and lots of
fountain items.
With an atmosphere of
aesthetic pleasure, The
Big Dipper provides
private party accomodatations for those
desiring a spot away
from the center of the
crowd.
No matter what your
limit may be you can purchase your favorite
flavor in any amount. Or
you may want to choose
just the kind of cake you
desire topped with ice
cream and decorations to
suit your special needs.
Something for
everyone can be found at
The Big Dipper. To mention but a few of the
wonderous delights
awiting you include
nachos & cheese, ham or
roast beef sandwiches,
BIG DIPPER — Becky and Tom Mahoney will ofhotdogs, french fries, soft
drinks, and naturally 32 fer 32 flavors of ice cream and other foods at The
big flavors of delicous ice Big Dipper, located in the Chestnut Hills Shopping
Center.
cream.
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OVER $2 MILLION SALES VOLUME — This
week Kopperud Realty surpassed the $2 million
mark for 1982 real estate sales. The Kopperud Realty "Home Team" consists of from left) Audra
Moody; Glenda Smith; Bill Rayburn, sales
manager; George Gallagher; Warren Shropshire;
Lindy Sutter; Bill Kopperud, broker; Barbara Erwin; and Geri Andersen.
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Congratulations
Adventures in Health
David Travis
Kopperud Realty
Main Street House
Big Dipper
Kinney Shoes
Video World
Framer's Gallery
Bank of Murray money winners
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MONEY WINNERS — Winners of the Bank of
Murray's $50 giveaway each night at the MurrayCalloway County Jaycee Fair include from left
Marianne Gilbert,415S. 9th; Eric Easley, 1610 Loch
Lomond Dr.: Nikita Majors, Rt.1; Lanessa Jones,
Rt.4; and Marcellus Shultz, 101 N. 16th St. Not
shown is Jim Jones, Nashville. The bank gave away
$50 each night at the fair. There were 3,316 people
register for the drawings.

Bob Nanney
Insurance
Agency
107 N. 4th
753-4937

Federal Ml
:p
i
Kemper
Insurance Company

Savings On Trop-Artic Motor Oils

fop ArtIC
lEt ECompAy pat. TrODArtiC SEASON MOTOR
SINGLE GRAPE
tvicrroR

1.50REFUND
THE GREAT TROP•ARTIC
OIL CHECK
When you purchase 5 quarts of —
• Trop-Artic All Season motor oili.OW-40, or
• Trop-Artic Fuel Economy motor oil 10W-30. or
• Trop-Artic Single Grade motor oil
You can get a $1.50 refund from Phillips 66
Offer expires August 31. 1982
.
•
BUY 5 QUARTS OF TROP-ARTIC TODAY-AND
SAVE AT
— Refund coupon and details available at
HENDON'S SERVICE STATION
200 N. 4th, Murray
RO HO SERVICE CENTER
5 Point, Murray
WILSON-HOLSAPPLE
PHILLIPS 66
Hotel, Ky.
BOB 8, JIM'S GROCERY
New Concord, Ky.
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Corner maintains
U.S. Women's lead
SACRAMENTO. Calif.
. AP) — JoAnne Carner
declared parts of her
game horrid but made
enough good shots. including 20-foot putts on
consecutive holes. for a 2under-par 70 and a 3stroke lead Friday after
two rounds of the U.S.
Women's Open Golf
Championship.

•

"I hit very poor iron
shots. and I'm fighting
my driver,- said the 43year-old golfing star who
will tie a record held by
the late. great Bobby
Jones if she claims the
Open title this weekend.
...I didn't play very.
well, but I did capitalize
on the few good shots I
did make,- Carper added.
She saved a par With a
:!0-foot putt at the 13th
hole and dropped a 20footer for a birdie at the
14th to go 4-under for the
day Frocey., at the 15th

and 17th deprived her of a
sub-70 score.
She took a 1-streke lead
into the second round
after a 3-under 69 on
Thgasday, and was at 13),
after 36 holes over the
6,342-yard Del Paso Country Club course. The only
other player in the 150woman field to put
together two sub-par
rounds was Beth Daniel,
the Open runner-up last
year. with a pair of 71s for
a 142.
Janet Alex, who began
the day one stroke behind
Carrier, shot a 73 for a 143
total. Bonnie Lauer had
71-144, Sandra Haynie
was 74-144, Donna White
74-144, and the rest of the
field was pver par for the
tournament.
Carner has won eight
U.S. Golf Association
championships — one
Girls' Junior title, five
U.S. Women's Amateur
events and two Opens
, I971; 1971;

Ex-coach doesn't miss grid grind

Curci becomes'Cat fan
HAZARD. Ky. 1API —
The University of Kentucky has gained at least
one more fan in the
stands for the upcoming
football season.
Fran Curci, Kentucky
coach for 10 years until
his dismissal last year,
said he'll be in Commonwealth Stadium this
fall to cheer on the team
fielded by his successor.
Jerry Claiborne.
"I might even go in a
camper," Curci said,
"and listen to the coach's
pre-game show, and have
a few drinks, and go in,
and then come back out
and listen to the coach's
show afterward.
"I'll be like a fan. I
recruited those kids. I
want to see them win."
HOLE-IN-ONE — Murrayan Col. Johnny
Prichard aced the par-3, 125-yard No.11 hole at
Murray Country Club last Sunday. He used a 9-iron
to card the single-stroke performance.

Curci was fired after
the Wildcats' second
straight 3-8 campaign.
Yet, the likeable Curci
was greeted with an outpouring of sympathy
from many Kentuckians.
.Curci, 44, a former star
Conference tournament is seeded third in the quarterback at Miami,
this year and won the Paducah tourney.
Fla., has decided to conNo.3 title the year before.
Doubles drawings were tinue his Kentucky
Also from MSU is to be released today and association. He is now a
junior Eric Tisthammer. all singles and doubles Duke of Hazard. Curci
,The Oslo, Norway, native matches will be held on said he has had offers to
finished runnerup in the the main courts at Noble stay in football, but has
OVC at No.4 singles and Park Tennis Center.
decided to continue an

Swarting defends Paducah tennis title
Two Murray State ten- will be trying to defend
nis products will be seed- his tourney championship
ed in the Paducah Sun title.
Open Tennis TournaSwarting played No.3
ment, today and Sunday. singles on the MSU squad
Finn Swarting, who which finished 29-6 this
graduated from MSU in season. He placed runMay, is seeded No.1 and nerup in the Ohio Valley
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association with L.D.
Gorman. the president of
the People's Bank of
Hazard, which began
while Curci was
coaching.
He works at the bank.
where the only reminders
of football are pictures of
UK All-Americans Art
Still and Warren Bryant,
or at the Black Gold Coal
Co. Or he can be found at
his Lexington home or on
the road selling his companies'services.
What he has learned, he
said, is that life without
football isn't so bad.
"I'm enjoying what I'm
doing," Curci said. "My'
primary goal is to learn
all I can about the coal
business. This will be the
first year since I was 11
years old that I haven't
been involved in football
and so far, it has been
great. I just want to be
Joe Citizen now."
Curci said he looks
back on his years at UK
with "nothing to regret."
He said the university
was lucky to get an
established coach like
Claiborne. When Curci
came to UK, he said, "I
was as good as they could
do at the time."
Curci predicted rapid
improvement in the
Wildcats' won -lost
record.
"When we were 10-1 in
1977," he said, "I had
chances to go elsewhere
but I didn't think it would

When Curci was fired
with three years left on
his contract, UK invoked
a clause calling for the
payment of $140,175,
three times his annual
base salary.

be right to leave at that
time. I said it would take
four years for us to
rebuild to where we were
then so I hung in there.
-We had two solid wins
late last season over
Vanderbilt and Tennessee) and there were a
lot of young players on
that team. A new coach
always gives a team new
incentives. I'm not saying
they have championship
talent, but they'll be -better than most people expect.
"And the schedule will
ease off in 1983. It took me
10 years to get it to that
point. When I came here,
were were playing too
many powerhouses.
"I went to them and
said, 'Coach (Bear)
Bryant I of Alabama)
doesn't even do this,' and
the schedules have eased
up with some intelligence. I knew it was
coming, and I thought I'd
just have to hang ir•
there."
He said he isn't bitter
about his experiences at
UK. though scars obviously remain.
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PURINA
CHOWS

DEES BANK OF HAZEL
CITY

f COUNTY
HAZEL

STATE

CALLOWAY

. STATE BANK NO.

KENTUCKY

, FEDERAL RESERVE DISTRICT NO.
'
8

671

ZIP CODE

JUNE 30, 1982

ASSETS

V

Mil
Thou.
1. Cash and due from depository institutions
453
2. U.S. Treasury securities
2
7 101
3. Obligations of other US Government agencies and corporations
696
3
4. Obligations of States and. political subdivisions in the United States
R1
4
5., All other securities ...
one 5
6. Federal funds sold and securities purchased under agreements to resell
.
//
e
6
7a
7. a Loans. Total (excluding unearned income)
2 791 4 / AV
b. Less: allowance for possible loan losses
74 ////
4 7b
c Loans. Net
2 717
7c
8 Lease financing receivables
None 8
9 Bank premises furniture and fixtures, and other assets representing bank premises
.
• •
94 9
10 Real estate owned other than bank premises
None 10
11 All other assets
345 11
12 TOTAL ASSETS (sum of items 1 thru 11)
15 087 , 12
. LIABILITIES
13. Demand deposits of individuals partnerships, and corporations
. .
1 191 13
14. Time and savings deposits of individuals. partnerships.cand . CorpOraliOnt)
.
li 379
14
15. Deposits of United States Government .....
6 15
16 Deposits of States and political subdivisions in the United States. 51! 16
.
17. All other deposits
•
-----------None 17
18. Certified and officers' checks
18
85
19 Total Deposits (sum of items 13 thru 181
13 172
19
a Total demand deposits
1 287
N: 19a
b Total time and savings 'deposits
11 885 '..
,7' 19b
20 Federal funds purchased and securities sold under agreements to repurchase
None 20
21 Interest-bearing demand notes (note balances) issued to the U S Treasury and
other liabilitieS for borrowed money
None 21
22 Mortgage indebtedness and - liability for capitalized leases ..
.
None 22
23 All other liabilities
.
23
424
24 TOTAL LIABILITIES (excluding subordinated notes and debentureS)'(surn of items 19 thru 23)
24
13 596
25. Subordinated notes and debentures
. 25
EQUITY CAPITAL
.
,
26 Preferred stock
1, No. shares outstanding
one
(par value)
None 26
•
ell
3
27 Common Stock
a. No. shares authorized
.1...
,
IliklIT
II
T
§
IM
: b No shares outstanding
w..a=•••••(par value)
30 27
28 Surplus
760 28
29 Undivided profits and reserve for contingencies and other capital reserves
701 29
30. TOTAL EQUITY CAPITAL (sum of items 26 thru 29)
491 30
31. TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY CAPITAL (sum of items 24. 25 and 30)
, 31
MEMORANDA
Memo
N
‘
1 Amounts outstanding as of report date
..§.....
........4..s.
a. Standby letters of credit, total
la
b Time certificates of deposit in denominations of $100.000 or more
.•
lb
c. Other time deposits in amounts of $100.000 or more
.
Non lc
2 Average for 30 calendar days (or calendar month) ending with report date
b..,
..."
'
4.
::-. ........"
a Total deposits (corresponds to item 19 above)
$ • 1 2a
1
NOTE • This report must be signed by an authonted officerls) and attested by not less than three directors other than the officer(s) signing the report
ItWe, the undersigned officer(s) do hereby declare that this Report of Condition (including the supporting schedules) is true to the best of my knowledge and belief
SIGNAT RE OF .OF iii A(S) Ao HORIZED TO SIGN REPORT
AREA CODE,.TELEPHONE NO
DATE SIGNED

,)

4

502-492-8136

JULY 15_, 1982

N ME AND TIT)E t' t , ER(S) AUTHORIZED TO SIGN REPORT

Bobby J. Latimer,

r

SIG AURE OF DIRECTOR

, MA.
,
411 Allr ..,_...,

_

•
•abli AR F HARK FON
NOTARY'S St Pit ).

.

We, the undersigned directors, attest the correctness of this Report of
Condition (Including the supporting schedules) and declare that it has
been examined by us and to the best of our knowledge and belief has been
V.P./Cashier
prepared in conforrhance with the instructions and is true and correct
SIGNATURE OF DIRECTOR
SIGNAJUR • DIRECTOR

ir4
*
goil.24,
t?,.•..ao. Oii: a
AIP'4 '... /• '
' . .
CALLOWAY
S me of 17 TUCK?
c,. ounry of
'
£Worn I, and rabserthed before me this
15th
,/,,. ,.i JULY
and! herthv certify that I am ,r,t1 an nfli, cr. ,o. dffector of !It* III
/.
lAp
.y
kf commtoion erpirrs .
:
9-1, . , /9 5.3 •

cli 44,4.,t.44,4A.,,.

753-5378
Murray, Ky.

.:RUISE THE OHIO ON THE EXECUTIVE QUEEN -

BOAT CRUISE
THREE PUBUC CRUISES
01— FR1.„rULY 231 te 10 P.M.
Dons,n On re Ohm '
$100)Pe Prson - Band & Cosh 801
#2—SAT..JULY 24-21.4 P.M.
57 50 Per Person - Bond & Cosh Bar
83—SAT.,JULY 244 to 11 P.M.
Cru.s.nI Donc n Cr The Ohoo
$10 00 Pe. Person Bond 8. Cash Bar

Hurry-Only 300
Tickets Per Cruise

TICKETS ON SALE AT
Paducah -McCracken Co.
Tourism Commission
417 Washington St. P.O. Box 90
Paducah, Kentucky 42001
OR COMPLETE AND MAIL COUPON
Nome
A ckiress

1982
Not"rv Plohlfc

.

T.clortt
Emlostrd
To Th.010,4; Chorlk ad 'via.
..#1 [
I #3
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And he said he is happy
his former assistants
have landed "equal or
better" coaching jobs.
He also said he has
represented ex-UK star
Jim Kovach in contract
talks with the New
Orleans Saints. Kovach
has been debating
whether to continue playing football or to finish
medical school at UK.
Curci said he was surprised at how little the
Saints were offering and
that he advised the
linebacker "to go on and
be a doctor."

MSU beats
TSU 52-49
in Upward
Bound game

Bag &
Bulk Feeds

Phone

....

•

Buchanan
Feed And Seed

Industrial Rd.

Curci hasn't filed any
action, saying he has
-five years to make a
decision." Former
Georgia Tech coach Pepper Rogers recently lost a
suit asking for payments
for lost perquisites. But
Curci said the cases are
different.
Curci said he has been
approached by the new
United States Football
League, and might be interested in coaching
there in future years.

Curci said he has been
well received around the
state in his duties a.. a
businessman.
"Peopte have been
remarkable. The bottom
line is that everybody has
been great.-

42049

CLOSE OF BUSINESS DATE

At the time, Curci's
lawyer, Harry B. Miller
Jr. of Lexington, said the
coach might sue for an
additional $381.000, or
three times the approximate annual value of his
radio and television contracts.

Murray State University's men's Upward Bound
basketball team rallied
from a big halftime
deficit to edge the Upward Bound team from
Tennessee State University 52-49 in a game
played recently in
Nashville.
The Tennesseans led
the scoring through the
first half and held a 36-20
lead at the intermission
before the Murray State
team carte roaring back
in the second half to
claim the victory.
Nate Beard of Clinton
led the winners with 21
points, followed by
Michael Bransford of
Fulton with 18. Russell
Abbott of Fulton and
Louis Love of Mayfield
also provided scoring
support to contribute to
the win.
Other members of the
Murray State team are:
Kenneth Abbott, Bryant
Wilson and Stephon
Cruse, all of Fulton;
Steve Barnett, Mark
Hunter, Robert
Lawrence, Alvin Ware
and Tim Parker, all of
Paducah: Tim Blythe,
Carlos Lowe and Andre
Provine, all of Mayfield:
and Marcus Cavitt of
Murray.
The team is coached by
Glenn Jones of Memphis.
a resident adviser with
the program and a
member of the Racer
football team at Murray
State. Tracy Mountjoy of
Columbus is the team
manager and Danny
Powell of Paducah the
assistant manager.
Upward Bound is an
educational program for
college-bound high school
students. Murray State's
program serves students
who live in the eight counties of the Jackson Purchase. "
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Pro Tennis
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Unseeded Winitsky
eliminates Purcell
WASHINGTON (API —
Fourth-seeded Yannick
Noah of France defeated
Chile's Hans
Gildemeister 6-4, 3-6, 6-3
to advance to the quarterfinals of the $240,000 D.C.
National Bank Tennis
Classic.
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his annual

Earlier, top seed Ivan
Lendl of Czechoslovakia
beat 13th-seeded JoseLuis Damiani of Uruguay
6-3, 6-1; Rodney Harmon
upset No.5 seed Raul
Ramirez of Mexico;
Frenchman Bernard
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McNamara speaks, but doesn't-bite

CINCINNA1.1 ,AVJ
Former Cincinnati Reds
Manager John
McNamara won't
castigate the ballclub
Fritz surprised No.10 that fired him this week.
seed Pablo Arraya of
'This is not a 'Get Dick
Peru 6-4, 6-7, 7-6; 17-yearold Jimmy Arias_ of Wagner' hour,"
McNamara said at a
Grand Island,
defeated Italy's Claudio news conference Friday,
Panatta 74, 34, 6-1; Eric refemring to the Reds'
Fromm beat Chile's president. ''He's been
Jaime Fillol 64, 6-4: and very fair to me.
-This is what our proVan Winitsky upset No.8
fession is all about. He
seed Mel Purcell 6-3,6-I
had to make a decision
In the evening's final
and he made it.... I really
match, defending chamcare about the ballclub
pion Jose-Luic Clerc of
here. It's a tremendous
Argentina rallied after
dropping the first set to organization, the best I
beat Czechoslovakia's have ever been
associated with."
Jiri Granat 5-7, 6-2, 6-1.
Wagner fired
McNamara on Wednesday and named third base
coach Russ Nixon as
manager. McNamara
refused to meet with
reporters after the firing
Evert Lloyd gave the Wednesday, but held a
Americans a 1-0 ad- news conference Friday.
He was asked if there
vantage with a 6-3, 6-1
rout of Claudia Monteiro; was any reason given for
Mandlikova outlasted his firing.
Great Britain's Sue
Barker 6-7, 7-6, 6-3 to
clinch Czechoslovakia's
2-1 victory; secondseeded Australia swept
the singles against the
sixth-seeded Soviet Union
to set up a semifinal
match with West GerBy KEN RAPPOPORT
many; and West Ger. AP Sports Writer
m a n y, blanked
After a cool June, Dale
Switzerland 3-0.
Berra's been as hot as July.
-It feels good and I
have to thank ( Manager o
Chuck Tanner for sticking with me," says the
Championship Tennis Pittsburgh Pirate shortstop. -There was a time
Tournament.
he could have sat me
Vilas will face third- down."
Once batting an iceseeded Jose Higueras of
Spain, who downed Cor- cold .183, Berra has
boosted
his batting
rado Barazzutti of Italy 6average nearly 90 points
2,64.
with a .361 pace irl July.
That included a triple and
single Friday night to

Navratilova leads
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SANTA CLARA, Calif.
(API — Martina
Navratilova set up a
semifinals clash with her
native Czechoslovakia in
the Federation Cup when
she led the United States
to a singles romp over
Brazil.
Navratilova coasted to
a 6-0, 6-3 victory over
Patricia Medrado and
w i 1 I p 1 a -y
Czechoslovakia's current
No.1 player, Hana
Mandlikova on Saturday.
In other matches, Chris
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KITZBUEHEL,
Austria ( API — Topseeded Guillermo Vilas of
Argentina defeated Frenchman Christophe RogerVasselin 6-4, 6-1 to advance to the semifinals of
the $100,000 Austrian
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By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer
It just didn't figure.
Paul Splittorff of Kansas
City and Bob McClure of
Milwaukee were locked
in a scoreless duel
through eight innings.
Enter Dan Quisenberry
of Kansas City (23 saves I
and Rollie Fingers of
Milwaukee ( 21 saves) —
the two best relief pitchers in the American
League. This game,
which started at 7:35 p.m.
CDT Friday, could have
lasted forever.
Instead, Milwaukee
comes up-with three runs
in the ninth on consecutive homers off
Quisenberry by Gorman
Thomas, a two-run shot,
and Ben Oglivie.
"When we got three
runs and then bring
Rollie in, you have to
figure we've got them,"
Brewers Manager
Harvey Kuenn said.
George Brett of the
Royals concurred. "It
was a close game all the
way and Split and McClure were in complete
control," Brett said.
"Then they get the three
runs in the top of the inning and everyone thought
it was over."
Wrong both times.
The Royals got two
runs back in the bottom of
the ninth against McClure when Brett belted a
two-run homer, so Kuenn
figures Fingers is the
man for the job.
"There's no way to
figure this game," Kuenn
said. "You're sailing
along and all of a sudden,
bang, bang, bang."
Three_singles — bang,
bang, bang — and a
suicide squeeze later, the
Royals and Quisenberry
were 1-3 winners, and
Fingers was the loser.
Frank White's perfect
squeeze capped the fourrun rally, giving the
Royals only their third
victory in 12 games. '
"It was really an amazing game," Royals
Manager Dick Howser
said. "The best two relief
pitchers in the league this
year and all those runs. I

"None whatsue%er,
1 ha Ve fiulfilllp; against
McNamara said. "His Tom Lawless or playing
( Wagner's 1 words to me Paul Householder, but
were, 'We're going to do when I went .to his
it
o Wagner's I room that
Wagner pointed to the morning I last Tuesday in
club's 34-58 record under Montreal', he told me
McNamara this season in Tom Lawless was going
announcing the firing. to be brought up (from
The former Reds Class AAA I, which is
manager said Friday that something that was never
he had sensed he would discussed with me or the
be unemployed soon.
coaches," McNamara
"I've been in this thing said. "It took me back. It
since '51 ; when he started did.
his minor league careen,
said, If it's all
and you get a sense when .
things aren't going right with you, we won't
right," he said. "I was discuss a contract until
prepared for it. I knew it the end of the season.' I
was inevitable. I knew it said, 'That's fair.' There
was no blow-up or
was coming."
McNamara indicated anything like that whatthat his statements about soever."
Wagner deciding the star- -McNamara was asked
ting lineup might have whether he thought that
figured in his firing. telling reporters that
Following the All Star Wagner made the moves
game break, McNamara might have made Wagner
told reporters that upset...
Wagner had advised him
"I don't have a job toto put rookies Tom day," McNamara said.
Lawless and Paul •'I guess he was.
Householder in the
The former Reds
lineup.
manager said he agreed

Berra sparkles in comeback,
rallies Pirates to 6-0 shutout
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brought my best guy in
and Harvey brought his
best guy in."
After Brett's homer
chased McClure, Amos
Otis singled off Fingers.
Hal McRae's grounder
advanced Otis to second,
and Jerry Martin drove
in a run with a single.
A single by Willie
Aikens sent Martin to
third, and White pushed
Fingers' first pitch
toward first base as Martin broke for home.
Fingers fielded the bunt,
but his throw home was
late.
Boston was not able to
take advantage of the
Brewers' loss and still
trails Milwaukee by a
half game in the AL East
following its 8-4 loss to
Minnesota. Kansas City,
meanwhile, drew within
two games of West
Division-leading California, which lost 6-3 to the
New York Yankees.
In other AL games,
Texas downed Detroit 3-1,
Cleveland edged Seattle
4-3 in 11 innings,
Baltimore got by Oakland
2-1 and Toronto clobbered
Chicago 7-1.
Twins 8, Red Sox 4
Minnesota erupted for
six runs in the third inning — highlighted by
extra-base hits by Dave
Engle, Tom Brunansky
and Tim Laudner — to
defeat the Red Sox. Bobby Castillo, 5-7, worked 6
2-3 innings, scattering

seven hits for the victory,
while Ron Davis worked
the final 11-3 innings for
his 10th save.
Engle drove in a run
with a triple, and Brunansky and Laudner each
doubled. Brunansky and
Laudner had two doubles
apiece in the game.
Yankees 6, Angels 3
Jerry Mtunphrey and
Dave Winfield drove in
three runs apiece, and
pitchers Shane Rawley
and Dave Righetti traded
roles to help the Yankees
beat California.
Mumphrey belted a
three-run homer, and
Winfield drove in his runs
with a sacrifice fly and a
triple.
Rawley scatterd 10 hits
through 8 1-3 innings in
his fourth, start of the
season. Righetti, who was
sent to the bullpen only
hours earlier, earned his
first major league save
despite allowing a runscoring single, by Rod
Carew. Reggie Jackson
slugged his leagueleading 23rd homer for
California.
Orioles 2, A's 1
Cal Ripken Jr. and Eddie Murray each
homered as Baltimore
dealt Oakland's Matt
Keough his 14th loss in 21
decisions. Ripken hit his
13th homer of the season
in the second inning and
Murray's 14th homer
snapped a 1-1 tie in the
seventh.

KHSAA selects sites
for state tournaments
and that facility had
entered a bid for the 1984
tournament. But the
board noted the larger
crowds and increased
revenue from tournaments staged in Lexington ass basis for keeping the tournament at
Rupp Arena.
The board also voted to
hold the 1984 girls' tournament at Eastern Kentucky University in RichIn 1980, the tournament mond, where the event
was held at Louisville's has been staged since
17.000-seat Freedom Hall, 1975

CADIZ, Ky. I AP) —
The Kentucky High
School Athletic Association's Board of Control
has awarded the 1984
Boys' State Basketball
Tournament to I.exington's Rupp Arena.
The 23,000-seat arena
hosted the boys' tournament in 1979, 1981 and
1982, and has been awarded the 1983 tournament.
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help the Pirates beat the
Atlanta Braves 6-0.
"When he was batting
.183," said Tanner, -I
said I'd put my
managerial experience
on the line for him. Now
he's outstanding."
Berra has hit safely in
18 of his last 22 games and
his work Friday night included a steal of home
after his triple in the second inning. He also
singled in the sixth and
came around to score and
walked and eventually
scored in the eighth.
After the Pirates took a
1-0 lead in the first on
Jason Thompson's
sacrifice fly, Berra
sparked a two-run uprising in the second. After
Mike Easier doubled off
the glove of second
baseman Glenn Hubbard,
Berra tripled, scoring
Easier, and stayed on
third as Omar Moreno
walked.
With Moreno striding
toward second distracting catcher Biff
Pocoroba, Berra raced
home to give the Pirates
a 3-0 lead. The Pirates,
using Moreno and Berra
on the bases, pulled off
the same double-steal
trick in Atlanta.
"Not too many clubs
can make it go," Tanner
said. "It's a secret how
we do it. I don't want to
tell you how we do it
because, you know, someone will read it. It's a
true double steal. We got
two bases."
But Berra was less coy.
He said he simply waited
for Pocoroba's throw to
pass Camp's head and he
was off for the plate.
Torre said it was no big
deal.
"Berra broke at the
proper time — he had a
good jump off third,"
Torre said.
In other National
League action, it was
Montreal 8, San Fran-

cisco 7 in 13 innings;
Chicago 7, Cincinnati 5;
San Diego 11, New York
4; St. Louis 6, Houston 2
and Philadelphia 6, Los
Angeles 3.
Cardinals 6, Astros 2
Lonnie Smith and Ken
Oberkfell rapped RBI
hits to highlight a fourrun first inning that carried St. Louis over
Houston.
Joe Niekro, 9..7, had
beaten St. Louis eight
straMght games, in a
streak extending back to
August, 1978. But the 37year-old knuckleballer
was lifted in the third
after giving up all six
Cardinal runs.
St. Louis sent nine batters to the plate in the
first. Joaquin Andujar, 89, beat his former
Houston teammates for
the first time in three
decisions with a 10-hitter.

with inu, ri oi the offseason overhaul that
changed garters at five
positions on a team that
compiled the best overall
recbrd in the major
leagues in 1981.
-Going into spring
training, my optimism
was very high that the
ballclub would be a con-

r

tending ballclub, and it
didn't work out that way
so far," McNamara said
"But I think the ballclub
had a chance to be a very
good ballclub and could
be in the immediate
future if they all come
through and jell
-Some things I agreed
with, a few things I didn't

agree with.. Things had
to be done. I was in accord The philosophy of
what has happened is
something I agree with. I
think he ( Wagner ) is go
mg in the right direction.... Things just didn't
turn out the way they
were expected to turn out
on the field...

.
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Pro baseball

Golf

AMERICAN LEAGUE
NATIONAL LEAGUE
WILLIAMSBURG, Va.
.
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Friday's Games
vantage over Mark
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Texas 3. Detroit 1
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so Save On Air-Conditioning Costs
You can conserve energy without sweating out the summer
Even though opening the windows is the greatest
energy-saving suggestion for cooling your house, it's not the
only one.
To keep cool while reducing your
air-conditioning costs
• Set the thermostat no lower
than 78
• Turn the air-conditioner off if
you'll be gone for more than a
day
• Leave storm windows and
doors in place to increase
air-conditioner efficiency

IT'LL
SAVE
YOU

MONEY,
CONSERVE'
ENERGY..
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somewhere in witstern
Kentucky there is a
swamp. As near as we
can tell in the dark, it's
around four acres in size.
A more precise measurement is that it takes approximately three hours
to wade around, probing
wit/spotlights along the
shadows of logs and
under bordering bushes.
The night insects buzz,
and lonesome sounding
truck's whine on a far-off
highway.
But the predominant
night sound of this swamp
is the continual "'deep,
deep, be-deep" of its bull
frogs. It's a rolling bass
echo which stops only at
dawn. That's' why we
come here. It's a frog
hunter's paradise.
The "we" includes
Philip Sumner, Don Buck
and myself. Once each
summer we rendezvous
before dark, get all our
gear in order and then
drive to the swamp. Its
-western Kentucky"
description will have to
suffice. They'd give me
- the same treatment as
the frogs if I gave a more
specific location.
The premise for this annual excursion into the
swamp is to provide for
one of the tastiest treats

in the outdoors, a frog leg
dinner. I like the wild
frogs, the ones not to
large but just large
enough, with thighs as big
around as my thumb.
They're the tenderest,
coated in yellow meal,
then bubbled four
minutes in hot bacon
grease_ Throw in a few
potatoes, some vinegar
slaw and a new-ripe
tomato, and you can enjoy a meal that
supercedes diets and the
guilt therein.
Philip. Don and I grew
up together, and the frog
hunt used to be a frequent
occasion. We'd usually
come out of the swamp
around 2 a.m., clean our
catch and head kir a local
all-night restaurant. The
cook was our friend, and
few customers would be
there that time of night.
Those who were there
usually were in no state of
mind to worry about
three smelly, wet-to-thewaist teens with a sack
full of something mushy.
Our frog legs would be
fried for a share: we'd
feast for another hour
and then get in before our
parents were any the
wiser.
Somehow the years
have a way of changing

Jim Fain's Insurance Agency
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things. We still like to luminates the bank and
hunt frogs. but the zeal identifies the targets.
has been replaced with a "There's a good one He's
strange sense of com- too small. So's he. Good
placency. We seldom stay lord, look at that
out past midnight, since one!" Then the shooter
it's harder to get up in the and spotter sneak closer.
morning. And the cook is The shooter flicks on a
retired, and the flashlight held in the
restaurant is a bank. It's same hand which is on
probably a good thing. the rifle's forearm. This
We didn't need Maalox makes it possible for him
to see his front sight and
back then.
But we still go. I think center it between the
more for being together frog's eyes..
"Pow! Pow!" The rifle
and tradition than for the
harvest. We still take the shatter's the serenity.
same old rifle we had The shooter stands in one
then, park in the old spot spot and dispatches two
and walk into the swamp or three of the biggest
on the same path. And frogs in each hole. Then
now, like then, the frogs the frog carrier moves in
are as thick as bugs on for the retrieve, keeps a
continual count of the
beans.
The worst part of the harvest, and practices
hunt is when your first saying. "How about letwade into the ooze. This ting me shoot a few?"
last night the water was
The shooter's standard
cold from recent sub- answer is "Just two
normal temperatures. It more."
was like stepping into a
The hours add up in
cold bath, the water and new holes in the
muck reaching quickly undergrowth, insects and
above the knees. Old replenshings of bug dope,
shoes used for wading fill- leaches digging in along
ed with silt, and the hunt our shin bones. And evenwas on.
tually there's a limit of
We've got a routine. frogs. It doesn't take as
One man leads with the long as it used to. We've
main spotlight. Then learned to be highly efficomes the shooter with cient.
the rifle. then the lowly
4 assume when the
frog carrier with his wire swamp finally fills in
fish basket. We take turns' we'll end our frog hunts.
with the duties as. we We'll be getting old then,
Make our way around the or at least old enough to
swamp's perimeter.
choose common sense
Each year the swamp,over tradition.
grows thicker. Erosion Everything has to end.
from adjacent fields is But maybe by that time
filling it up, and the we'll have sons who'll be
pockets of sawgrass, staying out all night and
briars and pond lilies are wading the muck and
joining. The bottom is dragging gritty frog legs
getting softer and into an equally gritty allshallower from the run- night diner.
in. In a few more years
Then will come the slipthe swamp may be gone, ping home
and the
but we don't worry about pretending to
have been
it. Nobody else does.
in at a decent hour. But
- What we do worry I'll know, I'll know. And
about is snakes. Anybody inside I'll approve.
would in that kind of a
situation: waist deep in
the worst looking spot you
can imagine, with
ANDERSON,S.C. 1AP
nowhere to run. In all our
years of hunting here - Don Hughes has
we've never seen a snake, violated the unwritten
but that doesn't keep us code of the fisherman
from thinking about he told the truth about a
Whopper.
them.
It seems that Hughes,
We glide from pocket to
of Cleveland. Tenn.,
pocket, sneaking into the came back
from a day on
openings light first, the Lake Harwell lugging a
spotter, then the shooter 38-pound striped bass,
over his shoulder. A quick
But instead of regaling
run of the beam il- his friends with an epic

-

753-644i

KEY AUTO
PARTS

753-8536
&DYER

1 0%

SELLER OF LATE MODEL SALVAGE R. AUTO PARIS

Discount

Summer Special
Removal of dead, diseased or unwanted trees.
"Fully Insured

753-0632

USED

.4
44
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•COMPLETE ENGINES
•TRANSMISSIONS
•REAR ENDS
•STARTERS•DOORS
• ALTERNATORS
• WHEEL COVERS
•RADIOS•WHEELS
• AUTO ACCESSORIES

753-5500
515 5 4TH ST. MURRAY
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establish a
cond breer
whooping ci

Fishing line
by Jerry Maupin
While I was having water to Pittsburgh, Pa.
lunch at Kenlake Marina to lead a 300 boat regatta
Tuesday, two fellows in a three rivers celebrapulled into the gas pumps tion which will be attendin a small aluminum boat ed by over 600,000 people.
This makes the sixwhich was covered with
teenth year Harris has
writing.
Mr. J. W. Witham said made some type of excurr'now there's a couple of sion such as this and it's
the eighth trip for Mr.
men you have to meet."
Mr. Wilham introduced Smith. "Mississippi Bill"
me to Mr. Bill Harris and as he's known, worked in
Mr. Woodrow Smith and mckvie, theatres for 57
asked me to do a story on years in Guntersville and
many parents feel that he
their adventure.
Both men are from helped raise four generaGuntersville Alabama tions of their children
and are traveling by who attended the movies.

Fisherman tells true'whopper' story

Boyer Tree Service

111
74

Philip Sumner spots while Don Buck sights in on a bull frog In a western Kentucky swamp
I Photo by Wade Bourne

-.Hughes

Hws 641 North
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faithful as
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by Wade Bourne

tale of a battle royale bet- would have lied if I was
ween man and fish, he him," said Mark Dickerwas honest.
son, owner of the small
admitted to his grocery store where
buddies that he stumbled Hughes took his
across the big bass strug- Leviathan to be weighed
gling to breathe in Monday.
shallow water. Hughes
"I would probably have
tossed aside his pole, made up something betwaded into the water and ter than saying I caught it
snagged his catch with a with a pair of pliers. But
pair of pliers.
that's how he did it."
"To tell you the truth, I Dickerson said.

Missing Hill Resort And Campground
Parking spaces for campers
camping trailers, house
trailers on lots overlooking
lake. Rent by the week,
month, day or year. Call
436-5519 anytime.

The mayor of
Guntersville, Mr. R. L.
Hembree, issued a proclamation declaring a
special Bill Harris day
for his legendary
endeavors with Alabama
athletes. and direct
assistance to every civic
organization in Alabama.
"Mississippi Bill" is
somewhat of a legend
along the big muddy river
and is a welcome visitor
at all points northward.
Harris has traveled
over 35,000 miles in his
twelve foot, 145 pound
aluminum boat which is
now powered by a 25 hp
Mercury.
His greatest distance in
one day is 312 miles. The
trip to Pittsburgh will be
1,450 miles but the return
trip includes via St. Louis
and will set another
record of 3,600 miles in a
single trip.
There are no radios of
any kind in the boat,
which by the way,is named "Miss Guntersville
Lake."
There is a tape player
however, with a large
speaker mounted on the
bow! Bill usually invites"
a guest or two along to accompany him on these
river trips.
Newspaper publisher
Porter Harvey and Boaz
Mayor Billy Dyar have
been with him in recent
years. In fact Harvey liked the trip so much, he
has been back on the
river three more times!
Bill's personal record
for a trip was set in 1981
when he passed through

a,

42 locks and dams on the
way to Minneapolis.
Harris is the only person to steer the boat on
these long trips and when
I asked him where he got
the stamina for such
journeys he said -my
success is due-to my faith
in God."
The "Miss Guntersville
Lake" has all of her trips
recorded along her sides
so the public can read and
admire. She has been an
display in several cities
during holidays and
special celebrations and
she always draws a
crowd.
"Mississippi Bill Harris" is a very energetic
man who enjoys life,
period!
He explained that the
1st National Bank of
Guntersville pays for the
gas and oil for these trips
while Johnson and Mercury outboards furnish
him with a new motor
each year.
It was a real treat to
talk with these two
gentlemen about traveling on the rivers and
lakes but in no way did I
want to climb in that
twelve foot boat!
By the way both Bill
Harris and .Woodrow
Smith are a very young 70
years of age!
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Everyone's Going To

Country Crossroads
in Hardin, Ky.

Durgin
Bait Shop

Why

•Delic.ous F,sh D,nners
•Breok fast Served A nyt.me

•P late Lunches

Worms — Minnows
Licenses — Ice — Supplies

•Bass i-lc
•Authori
Soles& S

Sunday Dinner
Ch.chen I. Dress.ng. 3
Vegetables, Tea or Coffee
Breo,1 f Dessert

1

147 Ridge Rd.-Hamlin, Ky.
436-2102

54-6192

1111

Jonotha
Creel
5:00 am.-9:30 p.m.
,
ftair*

Sales & Service
'Mercury Outboard
•Pro Craft
'Lowe 8. SkeeterBass Boats
;VI

OUTBOARDS Mack & Mack Marine
Aurora, Ky.

474-2251

Car, Truck, Tractor Tires
-Road and Field Service
410 N. 4th
753-8364 -- 753-6779

Are "VP ,InIC; .1!

Murray Bait CQ.

Hooks Wheel
Alignment
Tires. Wheels 8, Accessories

)410X VOX VA, 41160111110( MINK
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Serving The Lakes For 30 Years
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fins & feathers...

Your Individual Horoscope

The Duck Call

Times

I know its hot and most
of us are just trying to
stay cool, but duck hun-

Officers for next year will
be selected and items for
this years D.U. banquet

ting and preparations for

will be chosen from those

the fall Ducks Unlimited

offered

banquet are on the minds
of a few people about this

headquarters

tune of the year.
Gene Starks, president
of

the

local

Ducks

Unlimited chapter, called
me and said it was time to
have the first meeting in
1982. So I told him I would
crank up the duck call for

by

In future articles I hope
to have a report on the upcoming

tion

Ducks

of

Unlimited.

concerning

points: in tailwaters cat-

FRANKFORT, Ky.
AP) - Daytime fishing
is light across Kentucky,
the state reports. It gave
this rundown:
Kentucky

-

Barren - White
slow

Bluegill

night

fishing

and

to

plastic

and

tions

off

deep

Murray-Calloway

catfish fair; clear, stable

points; clear to

County chapter of Ducks

at '2 foot below summer
pool and 85 degrees.

stable

The

Unlimited

will"

Tuesday, July

meet

27, at

Barkley

the

Triangle Inn in Murray.

-

at

rocky
murky,

summer

Rough River - Crappie
slow

over

submerged

The meeting will start at
7 p.m. I hope that the old

along
shoreline
cover; white bass slow in
jumps; black bass slow

slow off
steep banks; white bass

some
new members can attend.

casting

slow in jumps; clear, fall-

and

faithful as well as

plastic

worms

nightcrawlers

off

cover;

bluegil

ing, 1 foot above summer
pool and 84.
Herrington

Hope given for crones
GRAYS LAKE, Idaho

chicks hatched this spr-

afternoon

I AP)- Things are look-

ing, and 15 have survived

black

so far, he said.

plastic

Until this year, only 11

establish a home for a sebreeding

flock

of

chicks

had

establish
Elwood

Bizeau,

University

of

survived

in

the seven-year effort to

whooping cranes.
a

flock.

Idaho

The

a

second

main flock

wild
totals

researcher, says a spring

about

crop of whooping crane

between

chicks at Grays Lake pro:

National Park in Canada

vided

new

rare

birds

hope for the

Nineteen

80

- Bluegill

fair to good on crickets
off deep banks late in the

ing up in the attempt to
cond

and

migrates

Wood

Buffalo

at night;

bass fair

casting

worms

the only per-

ips and when

such
"my

of

14 treet

below timberline and 89.

Dale Bob.- Bluegill
fair still fishing worms or
crickets off steep banks;
along

steep
clear, stable at

banks;

normal pool and 85.

Laurel - Trout fair

to

good
night fishing
off
steep banks; bluegill fair
around stickups: black
bass slow at night on
plastic worms off points;
clear, stable at 4 feet
below power pool and 82.

Run -

Cave
slow

trolling

Musky

deep

run-

ners over
main
river
channel; bluegill slow off

dropoffs; white bass slow
over

channels;

flats

black

and

the

NRA,"

Rogers agreed to do the
commercial

against

to

slow

-

along

Bluegill

shoreline

cover on meal worms and

river

channel;

clear,

stable, 1 foot below summed. pool and 85.
Grayson - Crappie fair
over submerged cover 8
to 12 feet deep; bluegill
fair along shallow
black

bass slow casting

plastic
baits

banks:

worms or crank

off

rocky

points;

clear to murky, stable at
summer pool and 84.

can read and

GOLDEN POND Some 67 campers recently spent a "very special"

has been on
everal cities

lidays

and

brations and

week camping at Bran-

s

don Spring Group Camp

draws

a

at TVA's Land Between
pi

Bill Har-

The Lakes LBL1.

ry energetic
enjoys

The campers, ranging

life,

nP‘.52,

week

the

projects. Couples will make
regarding
decisions
major

pose was to "provide the

and an education as well

Tennessee.

bowling, were taught arts

as

pays for the

Arkansas, and two coun-

and

perience.

n• these trips

ties in Mississippi to par-

learned

ticipate

nature.

Bank

of

THE CATCH - Cliff Curd, nine year old son of

mi and Mer-

irds

in

Mr. & Mrs. Russell Curd, caught this 5-3/4 lb. large
Lewis

furnish

new

eastern

Jerry

the

Muscular

mouth bass on a black lizard fishing dropoffs on

Dystrophy

motor

Summer

Kentucky Lake last Thursday, July 15th. Cliff has
Camp.

these

years old and has caught several bass, however this

two

and

ibout travelrivers

sored

is his first lunker. His father caught a 6-3/4 lb.

by

the

Nashville

Memphis,

lunker earlier in the week.

Ten-

skills,

more

and

about

a

with

here

to

give

person

their

recreational

"For

some

ex-

of

the

ly time to see the world
outside," she added.

age

In addition to Ms. Hall

would want," said Becky

and

Reiners, patient services

staff

coordinator for the Mem-

Miss

Reiners,

included

the

activity

directors
counselor.

and

and

age

a

16

or

no way did I

older, for each camper.

mb

The staff was made up

in

that

641 Super Shell

oat!

iy• both

Bill

I .Woodrow

Where "Service Is Our Business

'ery young 70

ft

116.1
6:
1kik."7Z
1
Fir% 641 South

753-9131

VERNON S WESTERN STORE
Olympic Plaza

entirely of volunteers.
Everything was provided for the campers and
counselors

Jean Sale
Levi's and Lee's
Men's $13.50
Ladies $19.95
Children $12.50
Students $10.95

Pontoon Rentals

•J.C. Pontoons

Guide Service, Covered
Storage, Launching Ramp,
Tackle, Bait

,
,
1, _

II

fir 1 Ha,d).)502)4742245 or 474-2211
••

Retail
:ds

ears
Phone *
c3-5693
-vex Arc,>41!

Serving Those

Famous Fish Dinners
Hwy. 68 & 80 At Aurora
We Will Be Open 7 Days A Week
Mon.-Sat. 4:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.
Sun. 11:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m.

it's

remember

1., 171

V

it

throughouethe year."
The

camp

Rainbow

was

titled

Connection

II,

and this was the second
consecutive year it was
conducted

Boat, Motor, Ski &

Fostoria.

Iseteckf

Fishing

and Sporting Equipment

Why Pay More For Your Next Boat'
)

,
SUE &ciiARLwS
_ RESTAURANT-_-__

the
Miss

Reiners said, "and

very special to them and

Complete Line of

ewe

for

counselors,"

fun for the campers. It's

On Rosario! KotOnky Lair

CQUt.

as

"It's a very rewarding
experience

Kenlake Marina

It.1.2 Iluchanon rem (901) 237-11771

well

camp each year.

they

11

as

counselors, return to the

On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Pork

Sal f 56
SI Aviut

the

about 75 percent of the
campers,

"els

*Bass Hawk Boats
*Authorized Evinrude
Sales Ft Service
F vsnRuot

through

M.D.A. Miss Reiners said

Your U-Haul Headquarters

at

Brandon

Spring.
Miss Reiners said that
Brandon Spring is ideal
for

the

program. "It's

completely

wheelchair

accessible, and the staff
is always more than willing to help us meet our
needs.
"When

the

facility

in

and

do

creative

our

own

thing."

Miss

Reiners added. "We can
concentrate on

the

pro-

gram and not on getting
over obstacles."
Miss Reiners said the
M.D.A. would submit an
application

use

to

the

appy Holiday Travel,Inc
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake

about. Brandon

GRAYSON McCIURI

foke pp pew
aaorroo for 1 widen turn right on 780
Follow 180 for 7 reifies pots Bonner s Grace,y lob*
War fop into Ponor timid xnd follow blotto fop Co your irtphf

Telephone 502-436-54113

is

accessible, we can come

facility again next year.

DON McCtURI

you,

but

after

some

soul-

June 21 to July 22)
Instead

of

Cr rr-d courses if so inclined.
becoming PISCES

For

more information
Spring

Group Camp.or scheduling groups, contact TVA
Land
Lakes,

Between' The
Golden

Kentucky

Pird,

112 231.

telephone 502 ) 924-5602.

values of your times. Art,
music, literature. psychology.
sculpture and acting are some
of the fields in which you'll
find happiness. You have ternfic drive, but need periods of

rest to recharge your
energies. Somewhat visionary
decisiveness and take a stand, by nature, you're happiest
problems when your work reflects your
urleatgedomestic
)u
ideals.
discourage

Winners in the 4-H Division

of

the

Murray-

CalLoway County Jaycee
Fair have been released
as follows:
Foods
Peanut butter cookies -- Tammy Edmondson. first. Patrick Orr. second,
Beck) Freeze. tlurd, Mary Anne Todd,
Climb.Dunn.laDawn Cook
Plain muffins Robert Orr. first
Yeast rolls -- Slichelle Jarrett. first
Jennifer Jarrett, so ond
Clothing
Get Ready,Set,Self Chrtsit Smith.
first, Christi. Dunn, ses.ond, LaDawn
Cook, third. Becks Freeze
Match Mates
Leigh Ann Steel),
ft
PoMer
Searing - David Grady, first
Breakfast - Vicki Grady, ftrot, inn.
flier Jarrett. second
Table gettlag • David Grady. first.
Mary Ann Todd. second Jennies- Jarrett, third
Foods - Nutrition
Jennifer Jarrett.
first. David Grady. second
Canning Grady,first.
Garden - David Grady.
Window
first
Science -- Michelle Jarrett,
David Grady,secood, Nita Nine third
kfiecellaneose - David Grady. first
LaDawn. Conk. second
Cooa
Stalks of corn - Greg Workman.
Snot. John Nit second. Steve Ttdwell.
third
Stalk dark fired tobacco - John Nix.
first, Steve Tidwell. Greg Workman.
Lisa Worionan. Lisa Iewelly-n. Steve
Burton
Stalk burley tobacco
John No,
first, l t,ra Workman, Greg Workman
Stalk dark .o-cured tobacco
John
Nix, first. Steve Tidoell second
Enstronnient
Flood appdd to small wood objects
wahstraigM lows V ickt Grady, first
Simpie small article of cloth- Becky
Freeze first Nita Nate, second.
Waste basket or pan-up board - Jenruler Jarrett first
Refinished Wood
David Gredy.
first
Small artele made of cloth - Net.
Note, first
Desk set - Vicki Grady. first. Day id
Grady second
Actosoot7 for the home
David
Grad., first, tilts Nate, second.
I aDawn Cook. third. Vicio Grady
Receded or low cod funnelling item
N'icki Grad., fast Davld Grad, noHowe Amoroso with original or
adapted design - LIM Workman first
(oat A Grail, second. Vicki Grady.
third
Furniture David Grad). foot
Damn experience - Michelle Jarrett first
Electrical
Portable Utslity Lamp Patrick Orr.
first
Preeervabon
Tomato juice
Leigh .Ann Steel),
first Leland Steels second, David
Grads third ti tit Grads
Who& tomatoes - [Mold Grady.
first. Vicki Grady . second
Baby Beata id pickled - Vicki
Grady,foal. David Grady.smond
Genoa Beam - Becky Freese, fir'.
David Grady. second. leland Steels
third. Leigh Ann Steely. ViriuGrosis •
Peas
Vicki Grad,, font David
Grady . wooed
Corn
Leigh AnnMeetsfirst.
Leland Seoul, . second. Parity Freese.
thud. Dwind Grady. Virirt Grady
born - Becky Freeae. first
Aggnssaisee
Deed Grad. first
Vicki Grady,Reread
Plan - Vocki Grady. first. Meld
Gredy.seemed
Relit - vaa, Grady. twat. Rook,
Freeee. merged, David Grady,Herd
Peach promisees , David Grads
fink V idi Grady,second
Jelly • Becky Femme, first Vicki
Grady. second. Dsind Grafi third
en& Ann Steely. I Mend Steely

Tomatoes and different fruits Vicki
Pees unahelled
his,, Workman.
Grads . first
first Greg Workman.second
Corn. peas arid Limas David Grad),
Cucumbers - Michelle Jarrett. first.
first, Beck!. Freeze sa-• end
Leigh Ann Steely. second. Lim
Pickles, Vegetable, Relish on Fruit - Workman. third Jennifer Jarrett.
David Grady. first. Virtu Grady, se- fourth Becky Freeze. fifth. Steve
cond
sixth
Jam. Preserves or Jelly - David
Five OR10118 Jentufer Jarrett. first,
Grad), first, and Vicki Grad).second
Mit helleJarrett. second
Breads
Three midst= -- Greg Workman,
Cornmeal muffins - Mary Anne first. lam Workman, second. Leland
'irst
Steel) (ford. Steve Tidwell, fourth
Muffins Becky Freccre. first
lnigh Ann Steely fifth, Becky Freon.
Biscudis I arta w n Cook. first
sixth
Quack Bread loaf Nut,.
rirst
Flee sweet peppers - Charles
Yeast Rolls butter method' - Jen- Palmer first. Michelle Jarrett. second
nifer Jarrett. first
Fire bat peppers - Steve Tidwell.
Photography
first. Jennrter Jarrett. second. Michelle
Four psctures. one each of binklum. Jarrett. thustf, Lisa Workrnari. fourth
people, animals and landscapes
Three ears sweet corn
Loa
Leland Steely , first
Workman. first. Greg
orionan, so
Color 5 Flash Ptrtures
Michelle cond. Charles Palmer, third. Michelle
Jarrett. first
Jarrett I ourth. Jennifer Jarrett. fifth
Color 3 Arbon Pictures
Michelle
Ftve apples - Becky Ereere. first
Jarrett. first
Other sweet per
Jenrufer JarColor 3 sequences of "How to do it" rett. first
Michelle Jarrett, first.
Head cabbage - Charles Pelnier.
Color S sequences of any subject
first. Jenruler Jarrett. second. Michelle
Leigh Ann Steels . first end Michelle Jarrett. third Steve Ttdoell. fourth
Jarrett, second
Floe beets - Jennder Jarrett. first,
Black and Mute, any size or shape -Michelle Jarrett. second
Miche3e Jarrett. first
Terrarium, container must be-rimed
Color, enlargement up to lad - David Grady, first. Michelle Jarrett.
Michelle Jarrett. first
second
Arts and Crabs
Dmert Dab Garden
Jennifer JarHatchery - David Grady. first. rett. first. Vicki Grad.. second.
Michelle Jarrett. second, Vickie Grad.. Michelle Jarrett. third.
third. Jetliner Jarrett. Beck, Freeze
Fobage Howe Plant -- David Grady.
Painting - lough Ann Steely. first
first. Michelle Jansett, second. Jennifer
Becky Frede. second. Michelle Jar- Jarrett. third. t.'ick Grad..fourth
refit. It, -d lento(er Jarrett. Boni. Vuitt
Flowering Howe Plant - Jennifer
Grady. David Grad)
Jarrett. firsi. Michelle Jarrett. second
Weaving - Leigh Ann Steely. first.
Mucelleneous vegetables - Greg
LaDassn Cook, second. David Grads. Workman. first. Lisa Workman: seRind
cond Charles Palmer third, Steve
Others tx.t bated
Jennifer Jarrett. 11doeLl. fourth. Leigh Arin Steels . fifth
first. !Roth Anis Steely second. Leland'
Forestry
Steely, Hurd, Nits Note. David Grady.
First Year Leaf Collecnon Jennifer
lass Workman. Michelle Jarrett, Vicki Jarrett first
Grady
Second year Leaf Collection
Drawing - Day scl Grad.. first. Michelle Jarrett. first
Michelle Jarrett. second. Vicki Grad..
third
Woodwork
Sens...apace - David Grad.. first
%gainers Class - Leigh :no Steel.,
String art - Dsvid Grad.. first, first, alJean Cook, second, NIta Nate.
Becky Freeze, second. Vicki Grad,. tford. Itavid t:rads fourth
third
Unit II Woodcraft Project - Lisa
Macrame
Workmen. first
Michelle Jarrett, first..
Becky Freeze. second. Nita Nate, third.
Jersey
LaDawn Cook, David Grady
Junior Calf Trams Yauti.t. first
Chrintrod crafts
Intermediate Calf Michael Palmer
Jammer Jarrett.
first, lets h Ann Steel,. second
first T rat Foutch. second
Mtchelle Jarrett. Bard. Nola Nate,
Senior Calf
I.arry Foutch. first
David Grad,. Vicki Grad,
J.101" C11.741.011 and ,;rand Champion
Carman - lentil Ann Steels first,
(moor Yearling - tarry Foutch.
Chrtstid Dunn. second_ Nita Sole, first
thard. Mary Ann Todd. Vtck, Grady
Senior Yearling
Michael Palmer
Junior Girls Camp Crofts -- Vicki first, I arms l'oeich second
Grads . first. I *lob Ann Steel), second.
Cow. 5 years old and over. Junior
Nita Note, third. lotiaren Cook. Mar.
Dwain Mt
-hone, first Doug MckinAnn Todd. Fleck, Free:.
ne.. secorel, Jimm, Mahler. third. Km
Nature Crafts 2 livid Grad.. first. Shelton, fourth. Larl3i • Foote!, fifth.
Beck, Front. second. Vicki Grad., Michael Palmer. sixth Davsd letterman. seventh. Trait Foutch eighth
Rind
Matt McKinne, north
Scrap Art - Nue Nate, first. Mary
Ann Todd. second. Becky Freeze. third.
Cow. 5 years old and over, Sensor
Vicki Grady, l -Wert.Co55
1..1Si Howard. first. overall. Bob Mt
-hr
net second. Mike Rogers
Decoupage or Modpage -- Jennifer
Jarrett, first. Michelle Jarrett. stood. Holotain
Nita Nutt. third. Das-td Grad. VNIti
Pular Calf -- Dwain McKinney . first
Con Shelton second. Jimmy Stahler.
Grad.
Morin
Becks Freeze. first liavsd third
Intermediate Calf DOW MrK milky .
Grady second
Canting. Cantle or Plaster [Anson foot. Dwain Mel.:tonnes.. second, Jimm,
Stabler fort
Cod. ftrst Jennifer Jarrett. second
Sad. Calf
Nds Note. third
Jon.rn, Stabler first.
thvain McKinnon. second. Kim Shelton,
HorUculture
Garden did's)
Jimmy Stahler. thIrd
first Nth-Mlle- Jarrett second and
learner Yeawkng
Ktm Shelton, hest,
liavid letterman. second. Doatt McKinthird
nes third Mike Rogers FE',
Charles P•loner
Floe wenatme
Seiner YearlIng
first Michelle Jarrett serodl. Rocky
Jimmy Stahler.
first Junior Thernpson Its. Howard.
Freese third I." Workman, fourth
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Five peal etre
MrK ides . fourth Mike Rowers, Fr A
first. Greg Workman, second Michelle
Jarrett. thord. Becky Freeze. fourth,
Cow I years old
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first and third Kim Shelton second.
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first
v
13 Green Deans - IA. Workman.
Cow 4 years old
Jimmy Manger
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owe,

moral dilemma bothers

4-H division fair winners announced

a

campers, this,is their on-

"We're

any

The camp was cospon-

crafts

them a camping program

been bass fishing with his dad since he was five

real treat to

overall security.

stimulating environment

a

A

searching, you'll act upon
As. A...A your convictions. Sign up for

concealable firearms to advice and good news comes
Instead of feeling discouragbe registered by Nov. 2. from a distance. Group ac- ed about your financial status,
help
travel
resolve
to improve conditions.
tivities
and
1983, and would limit the
Take a chance on initiative.
number of guns in cir- brighten your day.
LIBRA
v••••4.
CAPRICORN
culation to the number of
--"
Dec. 22 toJan. 19) Ild t4( Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) mr
weapons in the state in
improves,
Self-confidence
It's a good time to raise
April 1983.
you overcome incapital for important business once

canoeing,

and

AQUARIUS
) Jan. 20 to Feb. 18.

Yr

campers

fishing,

thrive upon them.

Rogers has pa r- )0ct.23toNov.21.) ni/AtIC
'LEO
new sources of credit. Get
ticipated in a number of Though you'll obtain some July 23 to Aug. 221 4/2Vre
,your accounts in order.
information
career
A conflict of wills may'anger
African safaris and col-Useful
•
YOCBORNTODAYareimlects guns, the agent said. now, it's best to keep it under you, yet you can turn this
intellectual
and
aginative,
Reflection
leads
to
hat.
if
situation
one
your
into a positive
Californians will vote in
new insights.
VIRGo
llvtat.the time to explain practical. You have the ability
November on Proposition
commercialize
your
SAGITTARIUS
your
ur
. views,
15, a measure which, if Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 's 1
creative gifts and can make a
cultural
passed, would require all
notable impact on the
Friends give you valuable Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)• "
1r

campers participated in

dystrophy, traveled from

just what you need in order to
show your mettle. Today you
meet challenges, yet you'll

)(C11
insintaiLL depressed about extra home Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
you
Rush' said Rogers was stimulate
attend to Though you may feel the
corn_ Socialize and forget about responsibilities,
for
them. Then your attitude will pressure of financial obligacareer concerns
ment
SCORPIO
improve considerably
tons, you'll be able to open

sports such as swimming,

led that the

Some may decide to join.a

help!
Be glad to
be of
accistance.
CAPRICORN
I Dec..22 to Jan 19. /
40
'
Problems at work may be

unavailable

chapters of the phis M.D.A . and assistant
Muscular Dystrophy camp director. "It's
Association (M.D.A.i. adapted to their needs,
Gerrie Hall, patient serand as with any other
vices coordinator for the camper, it's a fun week
Nashville M.D.A ., served for them."
as director of the camp.
Reiners said the purthe

you.

CANCER

Sept_ 23 to Oct. 22i
club. Meetings with friends

in age from 6 to 21 and
muscular

LIBRA

Miss Evans will not ap-

nessee,

During

nor

Wayne, if he were living,reading or just completing tin- you now, but be the first to
would feel the same wayfinished work. Your efficiency take the steps necessary' to
solve any impasse between
leads to accomplishment.
about it."

crippled

by

highlighted

but LEO

gun control,

Campers enjoy special weekend

ing her sides

home

"he isn't doing advertis- [ July 23
to Aug. 22 4124-•4
: TAURUS
ing" for the group, the
Enthusiasm marks your ap- I Apr 20 to May 20)
agent said:
An ability to apply yourself
proach to life today and others
important
arekereceptive
to your ideas. leads to a rewarding work
"Roy's always
been
phone calls day. You'll both begin and end
against gun control, be:
visits
projects now Objectives are
and local
l
ing a cowboy you know, vutGo
realized
said Rush, who has been
GEMINI
A . l° Se
wa
pn
t.
Rogers' agent for 40
You'll
t22 1 time
for May 21 to June 20
years. "I think that John yourself
now for study, Romantic interests concern

Guntersville

II of her trips

ee,0

reach agreement about many 'Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Friends may burden you
Domesticity is important issues. Nightfall
finds you on the go and seek- with their problems Still, you
adventure.
ing
may be just the person to

decide on a major purchase

for the

speak

Rush said.

Buckhorn

Good news comes affecting (Mar 21 to Apr. 19) gre"--1` reflection.
picture. Some You arid a close tie will SAGITTARIUS

your financial

pear in the.
,commercial,

plastic

still fishing along
rocky banks; black bass
slow
at
night
casting

of

at summer pool and 83.

bass

Cumberland - Bluegill

e(;),

member

said Rush.

steep banks; clear, stable

treetops; white bass slow
night fishing over main

trolling

Amis

nor

walleye fair trolling deep
runners

Green River - Bluegill
fair on worms or crickets
off
points
and
over

fair

ie-te my faith

heads

crickets; crappie slow at
night
over submerged

where he got
for

in

falling,

summer pool and 86.

worms off .steep banks
and points; clear, stable
at summer pool and 84.

the boat on

said

along

steep banks in main lake
at night; clear to murky„
stable at 1 foot below

and wintering grounds in
southern Texas.

and

slow at night on

a

pool

and 86.

Bluegill-

slow

over

Nolin
Black bass fair
at night on plastic worms
and jig and rind combina-

worms

around submerged cover
sport• in coves; in tailwaters

area

smen.

dams on the

muddy

duck and goose hunting

banks

trout fair to
good; clear to murky to

creeks;

around
helpful

May all your hunting be

off

dropoffs; clear, stable at
summer pool and 87.

is

the

safe and enjoyable

bass

crickets along shoreline
cover; black bass fair on
spinner baits, buzz baits

lakes

at

tailwaters

about the activities of the

the

out

slowly, at summer pool
and 85.

steep

and

night

Triangle Inn.

plastice worms off rocky
points
and
banks;
in

fair still fishing worms or

D.U. chapter

I hope to see you Tuesday

fish slow; clear, falling

I hope the information

local

aupin

the

leading up to the

events

November.

Fishing in state lakes reported

at least one more year.

Bourne ,

a

finanical report from the
local chapter an informa-

national

the

season,

banquet held each year in
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Roy
Rogers and Dale Your wit and charm cap•
What kind of day will tomor- SCORPIO
Evans Museum in Vic
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others
' but
watch
nt'el*
torville, 70 miles nor- foolish expenditures. Creativi- row be? To find out what the Oct 23 to Nov 211
stars say, read the forecast
You may be too preoccupied
theast of Los Angeles, Art ty, hobbies and recreational
given for your birth sign.
with your ego to see a situation
pursuits bring joy.
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First district PTA president
accepts education award

t;?:

11 I

and sen ed on the Board
of Managers for many
years. She is now deceased and this is the way that
Third District PTA has of
showing their appreciation for this fine lady.
First District PTA feels
that this is a great honor
This is a state-wide
to have received the Belle
award but is presented by
Taylor Award, according
the Third District Parent
to Mrs. Bowden.
Teacher Association.
"We are pleased to
Mrs. Bowden accepted
have such an exceptional
the award from Mrs.
group of people in the
Mary Lou Green, Third
Fancy Farm PTA, who
District PTA President
have made receiving this
The Third District has
award possible," Mrs.
been presenting the Belle
Bowden added. "I would
Taylor Exceptional Child
especially like to thank
Award for several years.
the president of the FanThe people in first and
cy Farm PTA Mrs. Kay
third districts believe
that the special child is O'Neill and Jan Whitenight and all the other
very important. Mrs.
special education
Belle Taylor was a past
teachers and those who
Third District President
have helped with this program."
The First District
Parent Teacher Association president, Mrs.
Elizabeth C. Bowden, accepted the Belle Taylor
Award for Fancy Farm
Special Education
PePOrtment.

•

Ia

TRINIDAD VISITORS -- The Rev. Nelton Richardson, his wife, and a group 13 others have been fn Murray
from Trinidad for an 11-day stay. The group has visited various churches in thecomrnunity. Members of the
group include ( from left, front row ) Bunny Flaviney McDavid, Celestine Richardson, Farncille Webb, Ava
Flaviney. Sheron Fiends. Clifton Livlively, Kenrick Flaviney, Leslie Williams, i back row Kenneth Richardson. Laddie Jackson, Anguss Mike, Nelton A. Richardson. Christopher Flaviney, Roney Flaviney and Kade
A. Flaviney.

THE ACES'

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Cloth
measure
4 Vessels
9 Haggard,
heroine
12 Portuguese
coon 00 010
13 Passageway
14 Play on words
15 Bodies of
water
17 Main dish
19 Greek letter
20 Wireless
21 Father
23 Exist
24 Gymnastic
feat
27 Plaything
28 Pinches
30 The sweetsop
31 Near
32 Czech
mountains
34 Phony t state
35 Final
37 Go by water
38 Long fish
39 Chemical
compound
41 White House
res in 1904
42 Hindu
cymbals
43 Walks
unsteadily
45 Crew
member
46 Wire fastener
48 Fruit
51 Gratuity
52 Make
amends
54 Jug lug
55 Affirmative
56 Warble •
57 Type of

bread
Ansssrr to F loofas
DOWN
1 Transgress
2 Hawaiian
wreath
3 Retainers
4 Poet Teasdale
5 Towel word
6 Exists
7 Entreaty
8 dispatches
9 Ottshot
10 Shade
11 Compass pt
16 Summer Fr
18 Powerful
person
20 Iterates
21 Vapid
22 Specks
23 Propositions
25 Asian land
26 Rulers of old
28 Greek letter
29 Cookbook

0,0

Puzzle

TRADE

S
00
ODOM= MDMO
MOO DOOM
GO= MOOOMME
A MCC CCM C
°CC COMM CO
C COCC CCCO
OCOCCEIC
MODU ODOM
OMMO =ODOM
MD DOOM MO
R
EBB
SE
ES

•

"When I'm angry with
myself. I criticize others
- EW Howe

dm madam

direction
44 Apollo's
mother
32 Precipitous
45 Russian city
33 City train
46 Pigpen
36 Sandal
47 Cravat
features
48 Number
38 Collect
40 Track event 49 Merry
42 Chinese
.50 Bearepagoda
53 GI green

South had critical comments about North's bidding
after he went down in
today's ill-timed slam Actually. there .was little wrong
with North's bidding. South
was just angry with himself
for blowing the play
West's club 10 trapped
dummy's queen and four
club honors went on the first
trick South immediately
went after the trumps and
when the finesse lost, East
led a club and the slam went
one down.
-You didn't have enough
hand to bid as y0u
complained South "You
didn't have sufficient values
to suggest a slam
Perhaps North May have
held .something more than
he actually did, but that's
not where the slam was lost
Instead of taking the trump
finesse immediately. South
should have crossed to one
of dummy's spades and
tried the diamond finesse
To succeed, he had to do this
sooner or later and sooner
was bound to be better
After the diamond finesse
wins, dummy's losing club
goes on South's high diamond and the defenders get
only the trump king while
NORTH
7-244
•AOJ 7

BOBBY WOLFF

•A 9 8 7 3
•J Is
•Q 6
WE.ST
EAST
+863
•5 1 2
•4 2
•K 5
• 65 3
•K 4 2
410975
•K J 4 2
SOUTH
•K 105
•OJ lob
•A Q9
4A 8 3
Vulnerable Both
South The bidding

Dealer

South
NT
711
eV

East
Pass
Pass

West
Pass
Pass
All
pass

North
2+
5,11

HOSPITAL COST
As of July 1981, the national average daily cost
for a semi-private
hospital room was $152.
The highest average
room rates were in
Alaska, $204; District of
Columbia. $200; and
California, $199. The
lowest average room rate
was in Mississippi, at
around $86 a day.

L1SANDRA'5
BABY.,Dip
NOT OlE.,

e

HE'S VERY MUCH ALIVE.
NOw,MAY I GUESS WHO
L ISANPRA'S FATHER
WAS, 2

C

2

191(10111S
001ITIA
1401
75

Attorney General
Steven L. Beshear will
hold a news conference
on Wednesday, July 28, at
11 a.m. in the Conference
Room of the Barkley
Regional Airport, near

paducah.
At his time, Beshear
will announce the settlement of antitrust litigation which will benefit
several hospitals in the
local area

Nave 5 m
759-4444
spirational
brighten
Children s
4445

Ron and Betty Sanders

Ronald Shelton Sanders
to be ordained into ministry
Ronald Shelton Sanders
will be ordained tci the
-Baptist ministry at'the
p.m. service on Sunday at
First Baptist Church. The
Rev. Joe David Fore,
Baptist Campus minister
at Western Carolina
University, will deliver
the sermon:
The Rev. Judson B.

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

News meeting set

THE MASKED MAN.. IN
THERE.SHALL
WE KILL

Far year CI
Sorter from
will be at
from 6 30 I
e• Me•de
Thersilay I IF

Puzzled by weight gain

DEAR DR. LAMB — lam
44 years old. 5 feet 10 and
weighed 140 pounds for the
past eight years. I had mainSouth makes his vulnerable tained this weight by being—
slain
fairly active and watching
what I ate
4 5 8 7 e
9 10 11
1 2 3
Bid with The Aces
About four months ago I
took
up running and now run
14
li
13
South holds
7-24-B
between two and five miles
ii1117
1
15
every day at an eight minute
•A QJ 7
per mile pace I still eat the
•i9
2
•A 9 8 7 3
same type and amount of
•J 10
Il
PIO
food that I did before I took
+Q6
up running
27
29 i30
My question is, why have I
gained about five pounds" I
2 ii
31
e
i n
d1H34
South North
was under the impression
IV
24
35
that by doing this much
exercise
I would be able to
41
42
39/
eat more and still maintain
ANSWER:Pass. North has a
my 140 pound weight Obvi4
43
44
maximum of 10 support ously I am still far from
4
4
4
points, game is a distinct being obese but I sure am
underdog
puzzled by the weight gain
54
51
52
My other physical activities
srva brow.
go TN'. ACC.
57
55
56
are still the same as before I
ltii airs 12351
took up running.
N1111
so.onirroa
DEAR READER — I
pi%
learned a long time ago not
to
accept as a fact everyIF I WERE A
WHEN IT RAINED, THE
IT'S MUCH
thing people told me. You
GOPHER I'D NEVER
HOLE WOULD FILL
SMARTER TO PIG
may think you are eating.
016 A HOLE STRAIGHT
and drinking, the same numUP WITH WATER
UP INTO THE
of calories but that
ber
INTO THE GROUND
SIDE OF A
remains to be proved You
would need to have a food
diary before and now to
have a more correct idea.
But you can gain weight
from exercise rather than
losing weight. Remember
that pounds on the scales do
7-2't ©
not msan pounds of body fat
And pounds on the scales is a
poor way to check your caloAS LONG AS I'M CRYING, I MIGHT
ries eaten compared to caloTHE TROUBLE WITH
AS WELL WASH MY HANDS AND
ries used
If your statements are
YOU IS THAT YOU'RE
SAVE WATER
correct
you may have develALWAYS TOO
oped some increase in musPRACTICAL
cle size, perhaps in your
legs To illustrate what happens — if you lose a pound
of body fat that eliminates
3,500 calories of stored food
energy. But if you gain a
pound of muscle from your
exercise that will represent
only about 600 calories You
71.4.. 2
could have a net loss of 2,900
calories and not lose a pound
BETTER STAND
of weight Body fat contains
very little water and is a
BACK OUT OF
high calorie tissue while
THE WAY
muscles are 75 percent
water and are low calorie
tissue
Beyond that, as you
increase endurance exercises you may increase blood
volume and body fluids
which can account for a
minor weight gain The
important thing for health is
to eliminate fat
You will be interested in
reading The Health Letter I
am sending you, number 1512. Exercise Wise, which
NULL/14,
explores similar questions
Others who want this issue
NO,I DON'T,
can send 75 cents with a
'OU DO!
long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope for it to
me, in care of this newspaper, P0 Box 1551, Radio
City Station. New York, NY
10019
DEAR DR LAMB -- Like
the boy described in one of
your columns, I also had
warts that kept returning in
spite of surgery, over-the-

Notice

NC

HEALTH

Opening lead Club 10

91(02
Ret1*--

1

counter drugs and various
treatments A friend suggested that I place a piece of
aspirin on the wart and cover it with a wet Band-Aid
and continue to do so until
the wart deteriorated and
finally disappeared
It has been several years
now since I treated my last
wart. I realize everyone's
system is different. but I
hope this suggestion might
be of some help to that
young man you wrote about
DEAR READER
—
Thank you for your thoughtfulness Aspirin is acetylsalicylic acid That is the same
ingredient found in salicylic
acid plasters that I mentioned in the column you
read. There are several
preparations that contain
salicylic acid such as
Duofilm It will destroy or
debulk wart tissue Even if it
doesn't cure difficult warts
it may debulk them to the
point that freezing with liquid nitrogen will then be
successful

Holloway, grandfather of
Sanders and retired Baptist minister from Ohio,
will give the charge to the
church. Dr. Harold G.
Sanders, father of
Sanders and pastor of
Merningside Baptist
Church, Louisville, will
give the charge to the
candidate, Others taking part in
the program will be Dan
Shipley, Dr. Thomas
Hogancamp. Mel
Doughty and Gus Robertson, Jr.
Special music will by
the Ladies Choir, Sheila
Ellington Koster and
Greg Northcfftt. duet, and
Ms. Koster,soloist.
Sanders,'a graduate of
Southern Baptist
Theological' Seminary,
Louisville, is Baptist Student Director at Illinois
State University. He is
the son of Dr. and Mrs.
Harold G. Sanders,
Louisville.
His wife is the former
Betty Jo Ward, graduate
of Murray High School
and the University of
Kentucky. A physical
therapist, she is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James Ward of Murray.
Mr. and _Mrs. Sanders
have one son, Judson Lee
Sanders,9 months.
The public is invited to
attend the ordination service. a church spokesman
said.

IMO

NOTICE OF
PUBLIC SALE
The following mobile Came
will be sold by The Colwell
Co. to the hrohost bidder on
July 28, 1982, beginning at
11,00 a
at the oddress
shown below. All sales Cr.
for rash and ore final. Seller
has the right to bid. All
goods ore sold as is and no
guerantee or warranty of
any nature either espressed
or impleied is made Any
statement to either year or
model is for identification
only
1981 Commodore Nova
Sem
14' 48'
Serial No. 115•19390
Storlr s Bros. Mobile HOT..
Relate 4 Box 40
awe,. AY 42025

in

2. Notice

73 VW Square Back, 4
in floor. Asking
800.00 will consider
best offer. 753-3282

We have speciala
prices for your.
TINT TOTS. Coll as
s
or on appointment.
CARTER STUDIO 11
300 Main
713 8298
M & G Complete Glass
Co has a complete line
of glass, plexiglass. and
mirrors. We install auto
glass and replace side
mirrors, for cars and
trucks. We install
aluminum store fronts.
Plate glass, and in •
sulated glass we fix
Storm windows, storm
doors. and screens. We
cut glass table tops,
mirrors. and window
glass. We als0 repair
and replace patio door
glass. M & G Glass Co.
816 Coldwater Rd. 7530180 or 753 2798

Shirley Florist
8, Garden
Center
502 North
Fourth Street
Murray, Kentucky
42071
Phone 753 3251

William Nall
Pasco, DM D
I
announces the
opening of
his office
practice Of

General
Dentistry
Hours by Nights
Available
1653 Calloway Ant.
753 1911

1916
Buick
Mint condition.
Low mileage, 4
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and red velour
interior.

753:7113.
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1. Legal Notice

I. Gary Newport am no
longer responsible for
any debts other than my
own Gary Newport
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5
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table tops.
ind window
also repair
2 patio door
G Glass Co.
ter Rd 753.
198

176
ick

)ndition.
leage, 4
silver
ed top
velour

113.

Reminton,

Model 870 Magnum.

297
Smith &

••••-,

nusic will by
Choir, Sheila
Koster and
can,duet, and
soloist.
a graduate of
n Baptist
I- Seminary,
is Baptist Stu:or at Illinois
ersity. He is
Dr. and Mrs.
j. Sanders,

Man seeking a lob
driving tractor, trailer
experienced 759 9587
Will do babysitting
•
my home
Have riferences 489 2787
Will do house cleanny
Have references
Call
527 8831 or 753 3.498 after
4p m
Will do house cleaning
416 2877

Wesson 44
Cal. revolver, 8 inch
barrel, Power
Custom, Independence Mo.

Vernon's Western
Store
OLYMPIC PLAZA
OPEN 9om to
9pm DAILY
SUNDAY 1pm

11. Instruction
Private and group art
lessons with ex
perienced and certified
Drawing
art teacher
and other types of art
Ages
media offered
5 adult 753 8466,

13. For Sale or Trade .
PROPERTY at 3rd and
Sycamore with 6 bay
concrete block building,
with all utilities and
paved parking lot.
Property can be used
for any type business.
Will take sar or pickup
on trade
Owner will
finance
Paducah 554
5543
Redworm raising business for sale. Good
potential. 436 2102.

11. Want to Buy

REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER

fieerieeced IN ff. 3-11 w Il I shifts Telemetry Unit,
Pregressir• mailers, 401 bed scot. cm* hespitel iss VI
limitedly 40 lied onit with copobility ef ...Owing 74 pe
Smits ii,. cerdioligists end two cerdhrosceler,sergeons on
staff . Care provided to pest MI patients open bowl patieritt
awl collier diagnostic testing for feather ialertnotion wife
es Yell,
Rebel. Showlders, Ittf
Morse Recrwiter
aerosol Medicel (eater
Nespitel Driv•
Modiseamllo, Ky. 47411
507 171 1744
An
'
f eel Opportvarty Inspley•r

COPY _AVAILABLE

3. Pets Supplies

Two bedroom Town
Houses available at
-Kam let. North Apartments, carpeted, central aV and heat range,
disposal,dishwasher.
refrigerator, washer
and dryer hookup.
Lease' required. Call
753-7550 or 753 7559.
Two young women want
to share a nice house
with another woman.
Near MSU and downtown_ '2 bath private
entrance_ Available
August 1. Call Rebekah
after 5p m. 753-6577,
We have apartments,
houses, and trailers.
Call Coleman' Real Estate and Property
Management. Call 753.
9898.

Strout
Realty
Office Crest to Coast
Myers New frery•bere
Reliable Service Sacs 1901
1912 Celilireter teed
Murray, Iteetitcly 47071
(5021713-0186
Amy-tine
1011. 1E10100
trelter
liceeme & leaded

4
DON'T WAIT FOR
SOLD SIGN See today.
Exceptionally well built
OF
H
A
specifications....Well-tr
immed lawn, trees, and
located within jogging
distance of MSU. Owner
to finance to qualified
buyer. It costs nothing
34. Houses for Rent
to. phone for appoint
1301 Peggy Ann 3 bed- ment. 753-1.492. Century
room house for rent. 21, Loretta Jobs
Call 435 4278.
Realtors.
A 3 bedroom brick
Souse near Coldwater
Purdom & Thurman
for rent. Call 489 2541.
Insurance IL
For rent like new 2
Reel Estate
bedroom home. Gar
Southside Court Sq.
age, central air, fenced
yard. $300. a month
Mousy, kentrcky
Call 502 695 1871.
753-4451
Three bedroom house
near Ky. Lake. Com- FOR SALE OR
pletely furnished, TRADE.
2 bedroom
washer-dryer included
home in town for a 3
753-8964 after 5p.m. bedroom in town or
Deposit required.
country. Let us show
Two brick houses in you this adorable star
town
1 house in her home or retirement
country. Married home This home is in a
couple. Option buy. 753- quiet neighborhood, on
3942..
a large lot and has extra
With
WINTER IN FT. outside storage
MYERS, FLA. Com- out trade Owner will
finance.
Priced
in
the
pletely furnished 2 bed room house with pool. 20's. Call Spann Realty
Golf course nearby. Associates, 753.7724.
Available Jan. through
March. Call 18131 9367188.
WINTER IN FT.
MYERS, FLA. Corn
7531222
pletely furnished 2 bedmM
room house with pool.
Golf course nearby.
Available Jan. through
March. Call 18131 . 9367188.

OPURLD

37. Livestock-Supplies
Hickory Lane Stables.
Boarding. stalls and
riding lessons avail&
Pie. 759 4588. 753 7637.
Horses boarded. Pasture $20
Stalls $30.
Limited space 753.3010.
Registered Racking and
Tennessee walking
gelding and mare. Show
5r Pleasure Good dis.
position 753 9390.

38. Pets-Supplies

AKC Lhasa Apso pups.
Cocker pups black and
In, buff, and
Weimararter
648 5225,
644-1453
AKC Registered Collie
puppies 901 642 8765
ARC Registered
Doberman puppies
championship
Mini
bloodline 759 4588. 753
7637
Warehouse
AKC Registered Cocker
Storage Space
Spaniel 8 weeks old.
For Rent
Shot and wormed Bluff
753 4758
Call after
and blond
6p m_, 7533915
AKC Registered
32. Apts. For Rent
Doberman Pinscher
8 weeks old Dam
pups
Furnished air con
ditioncl I bedroom and Sire on premises.
Large, Excellent stock and
apartment
Heat, conformation $150. firm
Quiet, private
Near (wigulg• consider trade
water furnished
hOspital Graduate Stu- for horses). Phone
dent,, married couple 436'2330 after 6p.m..
preferred. Na children, Two AKC German
pets. 753 1299..
Shepherd Male mart It
I ARC
,,Male heed-% 'place To months $250
4hare until University standard Poodle black
MO
starts Aug. 19. Call male, tt month
7534810
e 7537149.

13 Real Estate

AKC male Cocker Yes You can st, buy o
Spaniel 8 months old four bedroom two Dalt
home with central gas
H act snot& C.44 753 3015
heat and air in the 540's
Black Or silver toy There is also a
.
Poodle puppies 550 5 fenced in
backyard
rear old Registered is located
on a U - •
female poodle $75 Call Street
Call KOP
414 11050 after 3p m
PERUD REA_TY

Neatly furnished 1 tied
room apartment
in
quire 1Q05 13th St
Nice two bedroom brick
duplex 3 miles east
For
Stove, refrigerator
water furnished $175 a
Sole
month plus $175
cle
3 goats
posit Call after 5p m
24. Miscellaneous
753 1513
753-1265
One and 2 bedroom
8.300 220 Airconditioner, apartments near down
florescent lights, town Murray
48in
753 4109,
recess ceiling lights 762 6650 or 436 2864
40. Produce
753 0315
One bedroom efficiency
Large yellow swe.
carpeted.
private
bath
Baby bed. 1 room
corn
Call 753 7,
$95.
monthly,
pluS
de
airconditioner, bunk
Floy0 McKenzie
.
beds, small refrigera POsit Across from col Purple hull peas, iii'
lege
753 4793 after
tor, antique china
beans
pick
.
You
4p m
cabinet. 753 5292.
pick 753 8848
Baldwin piano with One bedroom Apart Silver Queen sweet cor
ment, Hamlet North,
acrosanic sound like
75 per dozen you pick
carpet, range, re
new
Excellent condi1 mile east of Hazel
tion bench included frigerator, disposal Hwy 893 Call 492 8153.
Lease required. No
$ 1100. Beautiful
Sweet corn for sale $I.
Mediterranean style Pets Call 753 7550 or
doten 489 2324
753 7559
formal dining room
suite, includes octagon Three room furnished Sweet corn for safe
table with leaf, lighted apartment. water fur • 753 3173
china cabinet, buffet nished. $130 per month 43.
Real Estate
deposit
server, open to slate rent $100
top, 6 velvet seat chairs Modest electric bill. BEST BUY ON THE
51500. Sells for over Call 753 8835 day. 753A
53000. new. Reason for 9829 night
Now is the time of the
selling purchased a Three room 'apartment Year to take off, in your
smaller home. 247 5222
furnished including all boat docked behind your
Main house or to enjoy the
Firewood cut tQ order. utilities 1801 W
peace and beauty of
$23. per rick. Call 753.3984.
436 2292.
Three% room furnished Kentucky Lake. We
have 2 lovely homes
$123.
apartment
per
Fisher VLF 553 D metal
with owner financing
detector and a Regency month. Single female
10 channel scanner. preferred. If interested priced in S50'5. Let us
show you how you can
call 753 5870.
753 9646.
have that lake home
For sale AA Kirby and Two bedroom apart
you've always wanted
Electrolux vacuum ment non furnished, and now you can afford
across from college.
cleaners, with at
Call Spann Realty As
a month plus
tachments
Good as 5185
soc. 753-7724.
753 4793 after
7
n4
7
3.. Call Paris 901 642 deposit
4p.m.

Good used lumber
Wanted .goo cL used 2 x8 x18' boards, excel
tent
.for patio decks. 52
refrigerator
Call
George, 753 7422 or each. 753-0273. •
Helium. Balloons on a
492 8565
*ant to buy used 200 string for sale. 9 and
11
in
sizes. Assorted
amp breaker box, also
colors for • birthdays,
1981 office and breakers. Call A37
4678
anniversaries, and all
storage trailerd 15.
occassions. 753 0817.
Articles for Sale
new, with air conKelvinatOr room air
Zenith colcr t v
23in
conditioner 5000 BTU 12
ditioner. S3000. set. 489 2861.
only), 5210. 6200 BTU 12
Con be seen at Helene Curtis pro 2nly), 5245. 8000 BTU It
fessional
$285. COAST TO
Garrison Motor Call 753 2935.hair dryer. Snly),
COAST HARDWARE.
Sales, Duiguid Dr. Lowry Spinet maple Presto pressure cooker.
piano appearance like Canner holds 7qts Call
off Hwy. 641 new.
Call for appoint 753 2518.
ment after 4.000 m. on
North.
Prixdesnapions saddle
Friday, 1 :00p m. with fittings
$250.. new
• Saturday and Monday. English
bridal 550., and
753 4417 or 753 2802.
misc. equipment. 753
5. Lost and Found
Topper for. 1980 El 6744 after 6p m.
Lost a very large male Camino deluxe good Professional massage
shape.
5175. B & B
solid black Labrador
table, stereo console,
Retreiver
Has brass Brokers, Inc. 753 4389.
magnavox, electric sign
name plate on collar, Upright frost free deep 3x5, utility trailer 4x9,reel
also wearing a flea freeze 753 8150.
to reel recorder, bass
collar. Call evenings,
boat, motor and trailer,
16. Home Furnishings
759 1718 Reward
folding metal garage
Dinette table and 4 door. Call 751 5281.
6. Help Wanted
chairs 753 0974
Sawdust
Will deliver.
Shoemaker Lumber Co.
Anyone interested in
Hwy--22 North McKenzie,
mowing the Ivy Ceme- 19. Farm Equipment
Tenn. 901 352-5777, after
tary please call Otis 315 International corn
5p.m. 901 - 352- 3.632.
Falwell 492 8278 Or be bine with cab. 10f1
present at the cemetary hydrolic automatic Victoria 200 tomato
Saturday morning July header, 2 row 'corn juicer $25.99, grape
2.1 at 10a.m.
header excellent condi spiral $6.99, berry
screen 58.99. Wallen
Night manager. Mature tion. 492 8613.
person, experience Three grain _bins, 1 Hdw.•Paris, Tenn.
preferred but not portable batch dryer. 2
necessary. Ap- transport augers, fans,
27. Mobile Home Sales
proximately 31 35 hours motors, augers. etc
a week. Apply in person Contact Calloway Four house trailers
Behrs Store Central County ASCS Office each 10 wide sell all
Shopping Center in phone 753 1781
51800 each or 56500. for
Murray. Applications Tractor International all Need work. 753 7975.
will be accepted 300 row crop. Live
28. Mobile Home Rentals
through Monday.
P.T.O. portue am
plifier. Like new tires A 2 Or 3 bedroom ne*
Mature man ex
perienced in truck, with a new bushhog furniture and carpet,
industrial or automo
never been used. 1 point air conditioned 585. to
live parts sales. Outside hitch. Extra nice. 52500. 5150, per month. Shady
sales experience a plus. Call after 5p.m, Oaks 753 5209.
Send complete resume 753 6943
Near Murray real nice 2
to PO Box io4oc,
bedrioom. furnished
22. Musical
Murray, Ky, 42071.
completely with washer
RN or LPN positions Baldwin Pianos and and dryer. Call 759 1305
available full time or Organs. Flew Used.
Nice 2 bedroom trailer
'part time, for the 3-11 or Lonardo Piano Co..
for rent near Murray.
7-11 shifts. Excellent Paris, Tenn
next to No pets 489 2611.
salary and benefits Pennev's
available. Apply in CAR STEREO Pioneer. One mobile home space
person or call Care Inn Kenwood. Marantz, for rent. All utilities in.
4th and Indiana Mitsubishi, Sanyo. Pro Large shady Ibt. Private. 753 4091
Mayfield, Ky., 247 0200.
fessional installation.
Responsible person to Sunset .Boulevard Music Trailer for rent. 2
bedroom.
753 9240.
babysit in teachers Dixieland Center
Trailers for rent. See
home for 2 year old girl. Chestnut St. 753-0113.
Must have own. trans
Dual 1214 automatic Brandon Dill at Dill's
portation. Call 759 4777.
turntable excellent Trailer Court.
Two bedroom furnished
Secretary receptionist condition Call 759 1304
mobile home for rent.
o
•
wanted part time
435 4278.
Call
Duties payroll, typing.
INFLATION
record keeping, etc
Two bedroom all elec
PRICES
Mail resume to PO Box
tric furnished trailer,
1040F Murray, Ky
for rent. Call Brent
Pioneer, Sony,
On
42071
Manning 753 4808
Majestic,
Sanyo,
Wanted
Mature, re
Two bedroom trailer for
Moroutz car stereos.
sponsible adult to keep 5
,ent on Ledbetter
World of Sound
month old baby, in our
Church Road. $60.
home. Must have re
hr.!" SIDIY/fe 21 ft.. in
monthly. Call 354 6144.
herences Write PO Box
husinesi
10400 Murray, Ky
30. Business Rentals
753-5865
42071
Four car shop for rent
753 8606 or 753 9997
to 6pm
753 7113

32. Apts. For Rent
Furnished I oeoroom
garage apartment 1606
1 block
2 Miller Ave
from campus No pets
$150 753 1203

9. Situation Wanted

Rove 5 minutes? Coll 1 10. Business Opportunity
759-4444 for an inNew growth Industry
spirational message to
The profitability of
multi level marketing
your day.
brighten
combined with the ease
Children's tope 759and simplicity of mail
4445.
order. Part or full time.
No investment or in
ventory required
Cali
753 8731

..
Inlstry

'king part in
n will be Dan
Dr. Thomas
amp, Mel
d Gus Robert-

23. Exterminating

Need a dependable
babysitter
References
Send replies to PO Box
1193 Murray te.,. 42071

Turn of the century General Store
with all the old
display cases and
many old furnishings included
in sale. Located in
Old Almo, property includes a full
city block. KOPPERUD REALTY
-753-1222.

Commercial property in Coldwater, has
several
service station,
grocery store,
clean-up shop and
others. Call us today at 753-4000.

MaTai

INC

Realtors

Village Hwy. 64 N.
Many,Ky.

44. Lots for Sale

3110

4 Auto Services
KEY
AUTO PARTS
Hwy 121 South
Murray, Ky.
New end coed sato
ports batteries tires
Auto
wheel
Atc00000ms.

753-5500
Automotive trans
missions $65 exchange,
radiators $10
ex
change, starters and
alternators $20
ex
change
Deposit re
Quired without an ex
change New and .used
parts 474 2325
import Auto Salvage
New and used aut
Parts
Open 8
Mon Sat Call 474 2325
Duane's Place Used
Volkswagon parts, tune
up. break lobs. rebuilt
- motors 435 4272

7

19. Used Cars
KENTUCKY LAKE
LOTS Lot 22 and 13 in
Green Valley. Re
stricted area 759 9457.

1968 Cadillac for sale or
trade Good running con
dition Call 753 9400
1970 Oldsmobile Cutlass
2 door
8 track tape
46. Homes for Sale
player, engine good,
body rough
Dependa
1 i story 3 bearoOm, 2 ble transportation
As
bath, 3 miles from -town, king $350, See at 802 N
from east school. 70th after 5p i0.
Large lot, wood storage
shed. $31,500 753 8848.
ALL HOMES ARE NOT
CREATED EQUAL
and this one is ex
ceptional! Mature
trees, landscaped
1977 Pacer 6
grounds, built in kit
cylinder Deli's.
then, cheerful eating
area. Happy family
Loaded, low
living is yours to enjoy
in an atmosphere of
miloge, mint conthoughtfully planned
dition. 26 MPG,
-beaturyl Call loud and
clear.,;.753- 1492, Cen
753-7113.
fury 21, Loretta Jobs
,Realtors.
rFOR SALE BY_ OW
NE R. Owner will fin 1971 Toyota. Air, good
ance equity at 12 per miles per gallon, 4
'cent to qualified buyer. speed good condition
4 bedroom, 2 bath, 2 car 753 2590 after 5p.m.
garage, city schools, 1972 Olds, Delta, runs
wooded lot, 1207 Doran good, good tires, body
rough. Call 759-9653.
Rd., 753 9732.
Fresh on the market is 1975 Ford Maverick 6
this attractive 2 bed- cylinder. Automatic, air
room frame home on and power, good concb
quiet residential street. lion. 489 2595
Large, private back- 1979 Chryslab Cordoba
yard and ideal needs repairs. $2000.
neighborhood. Offered Call 759 4406.
in the upper 520's. 1980 Dodge low
mileage
KOPPERUD REALTY great condition. 54500.
753 1222.
or best offer. Call
Home for sale by owner 753 0405 or 759 1871
• 3 blocks from shopping 1982 Chevy Citation.
center, 5 years old, 1100 miles, loaded.
ft. including S8500. Call 753 9043
2100sq
garage Also has car days. after 8p.m
762
port. Bargain at $55,000. 4318.
For appointment call
1982 Mazda 616 luxury. 1
753 1934, after 7p.m.
owner bought new in
753 1861.
Murray. 753-1331 or
Owner leaving the state after 5p.m., 753-1207.
and wants to sell, lease
with option or rent
Priced in the 540's
Central heat and air, 3
For Sale
bedrooms, 2 baths,
1978 Oldsmobile
family room with
fireplace. Located near
98, Regency two
the University. KOP
door Deisel. 1979
PERUD REALTY
Oldsmobile Tor753 1272.
Three or 4 bedroom
nonado. 7 5 3 home located on quite
3488
dead enc street in nice
Newly
neighborhood
decorated. Must see to -eeps
Cars. Trucxs
appreciate. Immediate under $100 available at
possession. 539,500. Call local govt sales in you,
753-0953.
area. Call o'efundable
Two bedroom house 1 714 569.0241 ext. 178 1
directory on how IC
for
Cherry Corner 700sq. ft.
2.7 acres $8000 Well, no purchase. 24hrs.
pump 474 8834
Rare 1947 antique
Chrysler 3 window
47, Motorcycles
coupe_ Needs restora
1973 Honda 350 Custom lion. Highest offer. 436•
paint and fairing Call 5806.
Sale, trade 1969 Buick.
759 4622
1978 Yamaha Enduro New parts. runs good.
Ford pickup equal
115. Excellent condi
lion. Less than 4000 value 436 5806.
miles used on road only. Surplus Jeeps-Cars
Boats. Many sell for
Call 753 8811 after 5p.m.
For in
1979 Honda X R 500 dirt under $50
931
bike_ Perfect condition! formation call 312
1774
1961
Est
435 4557
1980 Yamaha 650 50. Used Trucks
Special. Call 753 6747
1978 Chevy Luv. Extra
after 5p m
759 1330
1981 Yamaha 650 sharp
1979
Dodge 'Power Wa
Special Like new only
gon. 4 wheel drive, air,
700 miles
$1'800
automatic, camper top,
759 9995
Ask for Mr
low
mileage. 436 541.i.
Stewart
1979 Jeep CJ 7 with new
1981 Yamaha 3
Ramsey wench_ 436 2214
Wheeler. 6 months old
after 5_30pm
with whee
8800. 753 364,
51. Campers

For
Sale

WALLIS DRUG
•PIIIESCRIPTIONS •FRESII FRUIT DRINKS
•NOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOI RENT AND SALE
•LEADING 'RANDS OF COSMETICS
•NOLLMTER OSTOMT PRODUCTS
free lhiryiwy
Preocriptisee U Oty

Two bedroom house on S. 6th St.,
onty 2 blocks from hospital and
court square. Low $20's. Phone
753-4781 or4753-5375.
•

1973 Shasta camper
12ft. 51700 or best offer
must sell 759 9673
Frolic camper.
14ft
$2150 After 4p m 753
8621.

52. Boats-Motors
Monarch
14 ft
aluminum On boat 1978
753 0156 after
model
during days
6 30p.m
753 5273 ask for Ron
Jet boat 454 Chevy
bored and balanced.
436 2214 after 5 30p m
Runabout toat with
trailer and Johnson
Call 753
motor
1700
6021

53. Services Offered
AIR CONDITIONERS
.and appliances ser
viced.- -Freezers,
washers. dryers, and
All
ref rigeratori
brands C59 1.322

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

APPLIANCE
Kenmore,
SERVICE
Westinghouse
Whirlpool
20 years
Parts and
expedience
service
Bobby Hopper
Bob's Appliance Ser
5th St
. • e 202 S
4 8 7 2
5 3
/53 essecrtome,
Appliance repair work
all brands Specialize in
Tappen Call 753 5141 or
354 6956 Earl Lovett
Build and Repair
tobacco barns
Free
estimate Call 435 4347

Lake refrigeration
conditioners small
piiances repaired

air
aP
4 -1 4

8841

Wows Serval CI
*DM ail MI S/Otte
tISION
Iris ark
Islunces Call Mil El
Salley, /531111

Licensed electrician tor
residential and corn
mercial
Heating and
aircondition
gas in
starlatidIr . and repair
Phone 753 7201.
MITCHELL
BLACK TOPPING
Roofing All Types, 15
Commercial. tnoust
years experience. all '
,al', Residential, also
Patching and Seal
work guaranteed. Don
Coating Phone 753 1537.
Wilkerson, 489.2580
Need work on your
or 345-7602.
'rees? copping, prun
ng, -shaping, complete
•emovai and more Call
CARPET CLEANING, BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Pro
Fre.e Estimates
Satisfied references tessional tree Care
753 8536
Vibra Steam or Quick
Dry Cleaning .meismsomme
•I Upholstery --Cleaning
FLOOR SANDING
Lee's Carpet Cleaning
AND FINISHING
753 5827.
20 years experience.
Campbell's Tree Ser
vice
Topping, trim
Stained
floors
our
ming, removing
F
speciality.
Call 1 5:
insurance.
BODEAU
0918_
FLOOR CO.
t1ny
tantrum and
354-6127
siding and Aluminum
Ammulimwmialealnallemi
trim for oll houses. It
Painting Exterior
stops pointing.
Interior 32 years ex
Jack Glover
perience J C Russell
753-0315
Chimney Sweeping Refrigeration and Air
Service. Do it now Condition Service and
before you need your Repair. Central air Air
chimney Later we will conditioners cleaned Gas
have a working list. Call upon air conditioners $23
436 5536.
435 4348 or 762 4792.
Coal lump or egg_ Call Repair on all small
or write Edward [pock engines Lawn mowers.
Dawson Springs.' tillers, and chain Saws
1
P'
Of any kind. 1001 _E
42408/ 797 8318.
St
Glendale off 1210
Concrete, block. brick, 753
basements, foun.
dabions, drive wayS,
sidewalks, • patios. and
chimneys. Free es
timates. Call 753 5476.
FREE ESTIMATES On
All Electrical, Plumb
ing, Painting, and We
Pump Needs. Licensed
Call 753 00920r 753-9673.
Will clean carpets,
windows, also clean
and wax hard wood
Satisfaction
floors.
guaranteed.

753-3a17
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years ex
perience. Carpentry.
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, sliding. NO'
JOB TO SMALL Free
estimates. Days 474
2359 nights 474 2276
K & K STUMP REMO
VAL. Do you need
stumps removed from
,our yard or Ian:
eared of stumps?
,an remove stumps ..
to 24 inches below t• ground. leaving ob
sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimates Bob
Kemp 435 4343 or Bob
Kemp Jr 435.4319.

ROOF
PROBLEMS?
Need a second opinion' Build-up
or
Residential.
Local
references. Coll thigh
Outland, 759-1718 or
7538076

Roy's Carpenter Shop
custom wood working
cabinet tops kitchen
cabinets remodeling
additions insurance
repairs. 753 5883.
Will do yard work and
hedge trimming, cut
and remove dead
hedge. Call 753 0712 or
753 3534.
Will top 'and trim trees
Call 437 4911
Young man will scrape
and paint, indoors and
outdoors. Reasonable
rates. Phone 753-9202

Sandblasting
No job too large or to
small. At your place
of ours. Rain or shine.
For sole. one 110 air.
conditioner
and
a
1979 Yamaha
175
Trail Bike_

- Murray
Livestock 8.
Trailer Sales
Hwy 94 East
753 5334

imiesmimiwtwob

Diamond Solitaires
a very honest 1/2 plus off.
1/2 ct. $570
3/4 ct. $860
1.08 ct. 51,550
11/2 ct. Emerald and Diamond $499
3 ct. ruby cluster $899
Opal and diamond and Opal 8 ruby
clusters $299 to $375. Immediate
jewelry repair and hand made display
jewelry for sale.

LEO'S IMMEDIATE
JEWELRY REPAIR
404 N. 12th
753-9899

The Murray Community Development
Agency, in accordance with the approved
Community Development Plan, is accepting proposals for the establishment of a
minority-owned business to locate on o
parcel of land owned by the Agency at

203 Maple Street. The land will be leased
to the business and become the property
of the minority-owned business ot the end
of o three-year period.
Proposals should be submitted to the
Murray Community Development Agency,
City Hall, Murray, Ky. 42071, The Agency
will not occept proposals after November

30, 1902. For more information, call 7591224r
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Famous London church is object
of new restoration money drive

Accident claims life of actor and two children

CASTAIC. Calif. (AP) ly as a friend of the farru- News Bears,"
he played pearances in - Bonanza," 1977 drama series
- Two children killed lythe coach who won the -The New Breed" and - RootsB) HUGH A. MULLIGAN annulment of tus Mar- war with only one wall with actor Vie Morrow by
Crew members had league series against "The Seekers." His later
Morrow. who lived in
AP Special
riage to Catherine of left standing.
a helicopter blown out of buried several mortars Walter Matthau's
rag-tag TV credits included a Sherman Oaks, is survivCorrespondent
Aragon Then the proWith voluntary dona- the sky" during filming of filled with gunpowder Bears
movii. ''The Glass ed by two daughters. JenLONDON AP
It is blem was royal vs papal tions, pledges, legacies a violent battle scene and gasoline around the
In addition to "Com- House," (1972); a 1976 nifer and Carrie. Funeral
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